
AN AMERICAN DREAM:

The intention of this thesis is to demonstrate the par
allel lines that delineate the characters of Thomas Sutpen
from William Faulkner's Absalom, Absalom: and Jay Gatsby from
F. Scott Fitzgearald's The Great Gatshy, as men of distinctive
American character in fatal pursuit of the American dream.
The attainment of that dream, defined as an individual goal
of personal success, which is sought in a state of unlimited
possibility, which is ultimat.ely expressed in socially ac
ceptable terms, and which can be gained by faithful and ar
duous pursuit, is the all consuming passion of each charac
ter's life.

Using the dream-goal and common American character
traits as a basis for comparison, ten parallels between the
lives of Sutpen and Gatsby are explored through close anal
ysis of the texts of the novels. These parallels include
(1) insignificant beginnings and lack of family ties; (2)
lack of formal education and the resultant reliance on self
education; (3) self-creation of one's own personality; (4)
self-discipline and the use of a timetable in pursuit of the
dream; (5) the accumulation of wealth as a secondary but in
tegral part of the dream-goal; (6) "shady" methods and mani
pulations to obtain wealth; (7) qualified success after
achieving wealth; (8) attempts at social respectability and
acceptability although remaining essentially "outsiders;"
(9) over-simplification of reality leading to ill-founded
assumptions of success; and (10) the failure to ultimately
achieve the dream goal.

The discussion attempts to demonstrate not only that
Sutpen and Gatsby are parallel literary figures, but also
that the undeviating pursuit of the American dream-goal is
a fatal process for the dreamer who fails to recognize the
difference between the ideal and the real, the spiritual and
the material, aspects of the dream. This dream quest carries
perilous consequences for the dreamer who ignores the respon
sibilities inherent in human relationships. However, the
dream, which is part of America's national heritage, also
holds the promise that to fail magnificently is also a feat,
one which both Sutpen and Gatsby achieve.
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Chapter 1: Introduction

With discovery of the New World, seemingly unsul

lied by man's intentional and unintentional evil, it

appeared that mankind indeed had been given one final

chance at earthly paradise. Eden could be regained in

an environment free from the mistakes of the past, and

manos full potential could blossom free and unfettered

for the first time since the shadow of the serpent and

the fragrance of the apple had left him hopelessly

beguiled and thralled. America came to symbolize man's

last and best chance for renewal and rebirth, and the

American was christened the "new man." This promise of

unlimited possibility is the myth that is America and

the challenge that it articulates to the American who

dreams.

We hold these truths to be self

evident, that all men are created

equal, that they are endowed by

their Creator with certain inalien

able Rights, that among these are

Life, Liberty, and the pursuit of

Happiness.

THE DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE (1776)
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In this manner, Thomas Jefferson, the drafter of

the Declaration of Independence, delineates both the

promise and the fatality of the American potential for

freedom. Herein lies the foundation of the American

dream, which seems to guarantee that man has now finally

seized the possibility of self-determination and will

prevail. What most of the resultant American dreamers

failed to grasp is that these words do not guarantee

happiness, but merely its pursuit. There is no guarantee

that the happiness pursued will be achieved, nor that

the pursuit itself will l;:>e an unmitigated blessing.

For the new man, the dream is both the blessing and the

curse of the American potential.

In American literature, there are two particularly

striking examples of individual American dreamers in

pursuit of their respective happinesses. These two are

Jay Gatsby from F. Scott Fitzgerald's The Great Gatsby

and Thomas Sutpen from William Faulkner's Absalom, Absalom!

Though the focuses of the two novels are obviously

dissimilar, they do provide an intriguing basis for

comparison. On the one hand, The Great Gatsby is

ablaze with the sophisticated glitter and tinsel of the

somewhat decadent American jazz age, a "roaring" time

when money was the measure of all things and all people,

while Absalom, Absalom:, shadowed by the curse of slavery

and the burden of history, broods tortuously on the dark,
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portentious rumblings of the American Civil War, echoing

through the corridors of time and space. In spite of the

novels' apparently disparate sUbjects and purposes, the two

protagonists are remarkably ali.ke.

Even though they differ by virtue of the essential

nature of the happiness each pursues, both Sutpen and

Gatsby spring from the same basic American character, and

in this respect they are similar men. Neither proves to be

successful in his pursuit of the dream, and in both instances

the reader sees the fatality of the attempt to follow the

siren call of unlimited possibility to that point where the

American promise breaks up on the rocks of reality. Both

individual dreams if pursued to their ultimate end are

equally and ultimately fatal, 1eaving the dreamer dead and

the dream unfulfilled.

While the lives and eventual fates of Sutpen and

Gatsby are remarkably alike, the dream goal takes on a

different form for each dreamer. Supremely rational,

Sutpen pursues a design of dynastic supremacy in the

frontier South of the nineteenth century. Less than

one hundred years later, amid the frenzy of America's

"roaring twenties," Gatsby pursues a dream of romantic

perfection, symbolized by his obsession for the ideal

ized Daisy. While for Sutpen the woman is a necessary

adjunct, .something to be rationally fitted into his
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grandiose scheme, for Gatsby the woman herself is the

goal. In either case, however, the path of pursuit

leads to the same final destination and destruction.

The ultimate fate of the American hero in unflagging

pursuit of the American dream is the same. The dream

remains unfulfilled.

Before proceeding into the actual comparion of

Sutpen and Gatsby, it should be noted why these two

particular characters were singled out for this study.

While a number of American novels lend themselves as

subjects of a study of the American dream, the correla-

tions between Absalom, Absalom! and The Great Gatsby,

and likewise between the characters Sutpen and Gatsby,

give these two novels and these two heroes a special

significance.

The form of the novels is similar in that the

events depicted in each are not related in chronological

form. Each novel records the events in the hero's life

" not in the order in which they took place but in

the order in which they become significant in the

recollection .. . ,,1 of the narrator. There are a

number of studies on the significance of the ordering

of the material in these novels, not the least of which

loon W. Hunt, "The Theological Center of Absalom,
Absalom:," Religious Perspectives in Faulkner's Fiction:
Yoknapata~ha and Beyond, ed. J. RooertBarth, S. J.
(Notre Dame, Indiana: University of Notre Dame Press,
1972), pp. 143-44.
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are in Milton Stern's The Golden Moment 2 and Joseph w.
Reed, Jr. IS Faulkner I s Narration. 3 It not necessary

here to detail the specific chronological gyrations.

Suffice it to say that in the relating of their respec

tive stories, both Faulkner and Fitzgerald rely on the

effectiveness of deliberately withheld meaning, and, as

Reed points out;, in Absalom, Abaa.Lom l , "The book's

'whodunit' qualities can fasten the reader on Thomas

Sutpen as an instance of the American Dream, a Jay

Gatsby in patchwork gray. ,,4

Not only do the two novels have a correspondingly

convoluted ordering of events, but there is a correla-

tion between the narrators relating these non-chrono1og-

ica1 happenings .. As Henry J. Piper has pointed out,

in ~. Scott Fitzgerald: A Critical Portrait, both

Faulkner and zgerald '", . . were to make brilliant

use of the intellectually detached but emotionally and

morally involved first-person narrator.!l5 Neither

Sutpen nor Gatsby is allowed to tell his own story.

Instead, interested observers are given the task of

telling the tales ..

2Milton R. Stern, The Golden Moment: The Novels of
F. Scott Fitzgerald (Urbana, Illino University of--
Illinois Press, 1970), pp. 188-91.

3Joseph W. Reed, Jr., Faulkner's Narrative (New Haven,
Connecticut: Yale University Press, 1973), p. 148.

4 Ibid., p. 146.

5Henry Dan Piper, F. Scott Fitzgerald: A Critical
Portrait (New York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, .,
1965), p. 132.
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Absalom, Absalom: ha.s four narrators: Rosa Coldfield,

Mr. Compson, Shrevlin McCannon, and Quentin Compson.

However as Michael Millgate notes, while Miss Rosa and

Mr. Compson make essential contributions to the total

structure and Shreve is an active participant

in the imaginative reconstruction of Sutpen's life,

II the burden of recreation, interpretation, and

suffering falls inexorably on Quentin. n 6 While Quent

must rely on both Miss Rosa and his father for many of

the details of Sutpen's life, he is the one who ulti-

mately supplies the raw materials for the imaginative

collaboration with Shreve, and it is Quentin who has

discovered the key to Sutpen's problem with Bon. Thus

while Absalom, Absalom: does have four narrators,

Quentin is the one who knows the story in its most

complete form, and he is the one who bears most of the

narrative responsibility since he is the character who

when not speaking, is the one spoken to.

Quentin's counterpart in The Great Gatsby is Nick

Carraway. While this entire narrative is filtered

through just one narrator, he does not do all of his

reporting first-hand. Like Quentin he must rely on

what other characters tell him, to provide the most

complete version of Gatsby's story. Jordan Baker

supplies much of the information about Daisy before her

6Mi chael Millgate, The Achievement of William
Faulkner (New York: Random House, 1966); p. 154.
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marriage, While Gatsby himself reveals some of his own

past. Meyer Wolfsheim, Gatsby's father, and the variety

of minor characters who speculat.e about Gatsby I slife

all contribute to the final narration as provided by

Nick. In addition Nick himself adds his own supposi-

tions on the things that Gatsby thought and felt.

"Whatever deficiencies in knowledge Nick has are made

up for amply by his fertile imagination.,,7

If Gatsby's character gains form and substance by

the additions of Nick's imagination, obviously, as

Brooks describes him, Sutpen, "more than most characters

in literature 0 . is an imaginative construct, a set

of inferences--an hypothesis put forward to account for

several peculiar events."B During the last four sections

of the novel Shreve and Quentin are not relating a

factual accounc., but rather through imagination, they

are drawing a picture of what may have been. Their

account is plausible but it is an imaginative, not a

factual, reconstruction.

The fact that in both novels the narrators take

the liberty of exercising the own imaginations,

however, is not a negative quality in the realm

7James E. Miller, Jr., F. Scott F zgerald: His Art
and His Techniq;ue (New York: - New York university s s ,
1967~p. Ill.

8Cleanth Brooks, William Faulkner: The Yoknapatawpha
Country (New Haven, connecticut: Yale unIVersity Press,
1963), pp , 30 B- 09 .
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fiction. Both characters benefit in substance from the

imaginative ways in which their lives are revealed,

taking on an expanded dimension of reality. As Quentin

says of his imaginings, "If I had been there I could

not have seen it this plain. 119

two heroes who emerge from these intricate

combinations of chronology and narration have special

qualities springing from the way in which they are

sented. As Reed emphasizes, "Sutpen takes on substance

only when abstracted. In life he can be only Sutpen to

be seen by Jefferson and told about by Rosa or by

various Compsons to designated hearers. Once abstracted

and invented upon he can be fully realized as a character,

in the way a fictional character takes on more than

life."lO What he lacks in the reality of actual events,

he is given in the reality of fiction.

Gatsby, too, gains from the method by which his

story is told. As Piper points out, "It is useless to

demand that he approximate the reality of the other

characters in the novel, since the question of his

reality is itself the SUbject matter of the story. He

is an ideal figure, and . . . the reality he achieves

is that of the myth that creates and sustains him."ll

9William Faulkner, Absalom, Absalom! (New York:
Random House, 1936), p. 190. Page numbers cited in the
text hereafter will refer to this edition.

10Reed, Narrative, p. 173.

IlPiper, ~ortrait, p. 121.
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His reality springs from "his Platonic conception of

himself" 12as filtered through the imagination and mind

of Nick Carraway, who in turn acknowledges Gatsby in

his fictional, 1arger than life proportions.

From the devices of deliberately withheld meaning

and narrative poetic license emerge two characters

unique in American fiction because of their acknowledged

heroic substance. Brooks sees Sutpen as

a heroic and tragic figure. He achieves

a kind of grandeur. Even the obsessed

Miss Rosa sees him as great, not as

petty and sordid. His innocence resem-

bles that of Oedipus. • .. His courage

resembles that of Macbeth, and like

Macbeth he is "resolute to try the

La s t c " Perhaps the most praiseworthy

aspect of Faulkner is his ability to

create a character of heroic proportions

and to invest his downfall with something

like tragic dignity. The feat is, in our

times, sufficiently rare. 1 3

In a similar vein Marius Bewley describes Gatsby as

a "mythic" character.... Not

only is he an embodiment (as Fitzgerald

l2 p. Scott Fitzgerald, The Great Gatsby (New York:
Charles Scribner's Sons, 1925)~ p. 99. Page numbers cited
in the text hereafter will refer to this edition.

l3 Br ooks, Yoknapatawpha, p. 307.
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makes clear at the outset) of that con

flict between illusion and reality at

the heart of American life; he is an

heroic personification of the American

romantic hero, the true heir of the

American dream. "There was something

gorgeous about him, I' Nick Carraway says,

and although "gorgeous" was a favorite

word with the 'twenties, Gatsby wears

it with an archetypal American elegance .14

Surely characters such as these have a special significance

in American literature and a corresponding importance as

subjects for study.

While both The Great Gatsby and Absalom, Absalom!

have received substantial critical treatment individually,

only occasionally does there appear a one or two sentence

comparison of the two characters to be considered here.

There has not been a serious in depth detailed analysis of

the relationship between Sutpen and Gatsby as American

heroes in pursuit of the American dream. While Cleanth

Brooks' essay liThe American 'Innocence' in James, Fitzgerald

and Faulkner,,15 provides a brief outline of the problem to be

l4Marius Bewley, "Scott Fitzgerald's Cr i ticism of
America t" Twentieth Century Interpretat.ions of The Great
Gatsby: A Collection of Critical Essays t ed-.-Erne
Lockridge-(Englewood ClIffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., 1968), p. 40.

l5Cleanth Brooks, liThe American 'Innocence' in James,
Fitzgerald and Faulkner, II A Shaping Joy: Studies in the
Writer's Craft (New York:- Harcourt Brace Jovanovich~nc.t

1971), pp. 181-97 .
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explored here, Brooks' main concern is innocence as an

American trait and the moral implications resulting from

that innocence. He does not fully explore the depth of the

parallels between the two characters, nor does he deal with

the American dream as the driving force behind them.

Therefore, to give this subject the attention that

it merits, it is the intent of this paper to illuminate

by comparison the characters of Sutpen and Gatsby as

Americans in pursuit of that illusive commodity, the

American dream. Following the definition of terms, I

will examine the parallel lines in the lives of Gatsby

and Sutpen with close attention to the text of each

work. These basic similarities between Sutpen and

Gatsby can be grouped into ten categories: (1) insignif

icant beginnings and lack of family ties: (2) lack of

formal education and the resultant reliance on self-edu

cation: (3) self-creation of one's own personality: (4)

self-discipline and the use of a timetable in pursuit of the

dream: (5) the accumulation of wealth as a secondary but

integral part of the dream goal; (6) "shady" methods and

manipulations to obtain wealth: (7) qualified success after

achieving wealth: (8) attempts at social respectability and

acceptability although remaining "outsiders;" (9) over

simplification of reality leading to ill-founded assumptions

of success; and (10) the failure to Ultimately achieve the

dream goal.



Chapter 2: The American Dream and the New Man

Hilton Stern has pointed out the difference between

"

actuality, in which our point-present identities are too

often quite mortally something else. n16 So, too, is there a

difference between the American dream as concept and the

American dream as reality.

Since the concept of the American dream evokes a

multitude of connotations, it is essential to designate some

specific meaning for the term. The "Amer i.can dr-eam" will be

defined here as an individual goal of personal success,

which is sought in a state of unlimited possibility and

freedom, which finds its ultimate expression in socially

acceptable terms, and which can be gained by arduous and

faithful pursuit. This is, of course, the American dream in

its ideal form. What it becomes in actuality will be explored

later.

The American dream as ideal is a unique concept. As

Lionel Trilling points out, "Ours is the only nation that

prides itself upon a dream and gives its name to one.

The character of the American dream sprang from a new

,,17

l6stern, Moment, p. 17.

17Lionel Trilling, IIF. Scott Fitzgerald," F. Scott
Fitzgerald: A Collection of Critical Essays, ed. Arthur
Mizener (Englewood err ffs-,-New Jersey: Prentice-Hall, Inc.
1964), p , 17.
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nation created on a new land by people shaped and made new

by new experiences. Because the old ways did not always

apply to the new frontier situations, Americans were free to

create new values and lifestyles. Out of these new people,

surviving in an oftentimes hostile environment, there sprang

a dream based on human equality and the rights of the common

man, a dream given utterance in the Declaration of Independence

and the Constitution of the United States.

While being set forth through community oriented docu-

ments, this dream is nevertheless an expression of and for

the individual. "This was the American Dream," wrote William

Faulkner, "A sanctuary on the earth for individual man: a

condition in which he could be free not only of the old

established closed-corporation hierarchies of arbitrary

power which had oppressed him as a mass, but free of that

mass into which the hierarchies of church and state had

compressed and held him individually thralled and individually

impotent. n18 Thus Faulkner outlines two main tenets of the

American dream. He sees it based both on freedom from the

old established restrictive dogmas and freedom allowing for

the possibility of escape from the masses into individuality.

The American dream is first and foremost an individual

enterprise. It is a personal dream of individual freedom,

which can produce an interloper in Mississippi in 1833 who

18 Fa u l kne r , "On Privacy (The American Dream: What
Happened to It?) ," Essays, Speeches & Public Letters,
ed. James B. Meriwether (New York: Random House, 1965),
p , 62.
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can say "Be Sutpen' s Hundred II (M 9), and the largest planta-

tion in the country illS." It is this spark of individual

imagination that gives sUbstance to the American dream.

Out of these individualistic roots of the American

dream there blooms forth, as Marius Bewley calls it, "the

romantic enlargement of the possibi.lities of life, 1119 providing

fertile ground for the development of the intense individ

ualism which produces strong willed characters like Sutpen

and Gatsby. This concept of heightened possibility, based on

the assumption that all men have access to freedom, equality,

and unlimited opportunity, is the flower of the American

dream. It connotes the image of strong, free, equal men

successfully pursuing and achieving individually set goals

of happiness. One of the most common manifestations of this

enlargement of possibility is the cliche that even the poor

boy born in a log cabin can be President. Even the poor boy

who begins as "Mr. Nobody from Nowhere" (GG 130) can achieve

his dream~goal, erect his white mansion, and live happily

ever after. In the guise of this success myth, the American

dream becomes the individual's vision of what he can

achieve or become when he is given free reign to exercise

his full potential.

Tradition has it that every American child

receives, as part of his birthright, the free

dom to mold his own life. There are, to be

19Bew1ey, "Criticism,1I p. 37.
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sure,. many dissenters from this aspect of the

national folklore. Social critics have long

insisted on the limitations that circumstances

impose on life pa.tterns, and historians have

raised serious questions about the nature and

extent of social mobility in American society.

Despi.te such skepticism, however, the idea that

ours i. 5 an open society, where birth, family,

and class do not significantly circumscribe

indivi.dual possibilities, has a strong hold on

the popular imagination. The belief that all

men, i.n accordance with certain rules, but

exclusively by their own efforts, can make of

their l.ives what they will has been widely pop-

ularized for well over a century. The cluster

of ideas surrounding this conviction makes up

the American myth of success. 20

While it would be impossible to define every possible

permutation that the individual's American dream might

assume, there i.5 one fundamental similarity in these goals

of personal success. They are almost always defined in

socially acceptable, quite frequently monetary terms.

Fitzgerald in particular felt that money was a truly distinc-

tive American symbol, "a kind of 'fin' which gave Americans

20Richard Weiss, The American Myth of Success
Horatio Alge~ to Norman Vincent Peale (New York:
Books, Lnc , , 1969), p , 3.

From
Basic
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their peculiar mobil~ty and grace. ,,21 As he describes it in

The Crack-Up: "In England, property begot a strong place

sense, but Americans, restless and with shallow roots,

needed fins and wing•. s.,,22 Th" t ft·· d' t.1S 1S no , o i cour se , ··0 .a scoun t

the idealistic base of the dream. "While the success myth's

symbols were material, its impulse was idealistic.,,23 Thus

the dream in America is a dualism of the ideal and its

material embodiment.

These two apparently contradictory elements have been a

part of America since its inception. In Two Brief Discourses,

~me Directing a Christian in his General Calling; another

Directing him in his Personal Calling (1701), Cotton Mather,

the spokesman of earliest America, lays the groundwork for

the fusion of the ideal and the material. As Irvin G.

Wyllie points out in his book The Self-Made Man in America,

Mather teaches that "in addition to serving Christ, which

was man's general calling, all men were obliged to succeed

in some useful secular employment, in order to win salvation

in this life as well as in the next. ,,24 One must build one's

own place in the society of men.

2lCharles S. Holmes, I1Fitzgerald: The American Theme,"
The Pacific Spectater, 6 (Spring 1952), 244.

22Fitzgera1d, liThe Notebooks," The Crack-Up, ed. Edmund
Wilson (New York: New Directions Paperback, 1931), p. 109.

23Weiss, Success, p. 7.

24 I r vin G. Wyllie,
B~unswick, New Jersey:
p , 12.

The Self-Made Man in America (New
Rutgers universitypress, 1954),
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This rela.t.:ionship between the need to strive for spiri

tual gain and the need to seek material gain has been rein

forced throughou tAmerican history. For example, A. Whi tney

Griswold has explored the views of Cotton Mather, Benjamin

Franklin, and Ti.rnothy Dwight on material success and finds

them in agreement that fl individual prosperity was a highly

desirable thing. 1125 Griswold further elaborates that, "For

three centuries, Americans have been taught to admire material

success: the f frontier, I perhaps provided the economic

basis for the lesson. The growing sense of nationalism, the

democratic leveling of social barriers, immense natural

resources have combined to make us a nation of I rugged

individualists, f intent upon getting rich. ,,26 Hand in hand

with this assumption of the legitimacy of seeking after

wealth comes the correlative assumption that "spiritual

satisfaction would automatically accompany material suc

cess. ,,27 Society approves of the wealthy man because

"mat.e r La l, facts were their own justification." 28 The weal thy

man is assumed to have achieved his American dre.anu his ship

has come in, and he is one of God I s elect. He has seized

25A[lfred] Whitney Griswold, "Three Puritans on Pros
perity," New England Quarterlx, 7 (1934), 493.

26 b'd!..2:......, p .. 475.

27David F.. Trask, "A Note on Fitzgerald I s The Great
Gatsby," university Revie~, 33 (Spring 1967), 197.

28John F. Callahan, The Illusions ~ a Nation: . Myth
and History in the Novels"""Of F. Scott Fltzgerald (Urbana,
Illinois: Unrv~ity of Illinois Press, 1972), p. 8.
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the heightened possibilities of American life and has pre-

vailed in ways accessible to his countrymen. They only need

follow his example.

In its purest form this enlargement of possibilities

suggests that individual limitations are self-imposed,

d~termined only by the dimensions of the goal the individual

seeks. If the dreamer works hard enough and long enough,

all things can be achieved. Any problems can and eventually

will be solved. "In a land where achievement was more

important than titles of nobility there was always the

possibility that a nobody could become a man of consequence

if he worked hard and kept his eye on the main chance. ,,29

Faithful and arduous pursuit is the key. A man needs only

to seize that key and keep turning it in the lock until the

door of American promise yields to him.

This then is the American dream as an ideal: the

individual American's dream of personal success, which he

seeks in the freedom of unlimited possiblity, which he

defines in socially acceptable terms, and which he can gain

if he just pursues it faithfully and arduously enough. It

is the golden chance for human potential.

Coming on the scene to seize this golden chance is the

new man, the American, Ita figure of heroic innocence and

vast potentialities, poised at the start of a new history. ,,30

29wyllie, Self-Made Man, p. 11.

30R[ichard] W[arrington] B[aldwin] Lewis, The American
Adam: Innocence, Tragedy and Tradition in the NIneteenth
century (cfiicago: Tfie unIVersity of ChICago Press, 1955),
p. 1.
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American as the new man, was R.W.B. Lewis in American

Adam who most aptly analyzed, dist led, and fined just

what this special rican was

new to on new

American scene were by the

of a radica new personality, the hero

of the new adventure: an eman-

cipated from history, happily bereft of

ancestry, untouched and undefi by the

usual inheritances of family and race, an

individual standing a , sel reliant and

self-propelling, ready to confront whatever

awaited him with the aid of his own un

and inherent resources. 3l

1 of these characteristics come together to f as part

of the American myth, the vi tal American hero commen s ur a t.e

w i.t.h American dream. On the thresho of a new , he

is essentially a new man, self-created, like the

h nurtures h , ready

come h

any ity that

For the purposes of s , a partie r apt

discuss of the American as a unique new character

is outl in Arthur M. Schles"lu~'" s essay It Then Is

31

American, This New Man?"

.f p. 5.
~~-

esinger ac s the
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American as a unique national type and sees the II ne w man" as

"the product of the interplay of his Old World heritage and

New World conditions. ,,32 He further emphasizes the importance

of this new world with the qualification that "the conditions

offered by an undeveloped continent fixed the frame within

which the new life must be lived, the mold within which the

American charcter took form.,,33 The new continent offers that

enlargement of possibility which shapes the new character.

While many traditions and values came to America from the

Old World, only those which could be translated into viable

useful elements on the frontier survived in the developing

continent. Those ideas that could not be transformed by or

molded into the new frame had to be discarded as unnecessary.

Schlesinger compiles a list of peculiarly American

character traits that combine to produce this new man.

These include:

a belief in the universal obligation to

work; the urge to move about; a high standard

of comfort for the average man; faith in pro-

gress; the eternal pursuit of material gain;

an absence of permanent class barriers; the

neglect of abstract thinking and of the aesthe-

tic side of life; boastfulness; a deference

32Arthur M. Schlesinger, "What Then Is the American,
This New Man?," American Historical Review, 48 (January
1943),227.

33 b'dI 1. ., p , 228.
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for womenj the blight of spoiled children;

the general restlessness and hurry of life,

always illustrated by the practice of fast

eating; and certain miscellaneous traits

such as overheated houses, the habit of

spitting, and the passion for rocking

chairs and ice water. 34

Obviously some of the i terns on this list are far more sig

nificant than others and not all of them apply equally well

to the study at hand. Yet taken as a whole they provide a

remarkable portrait of the character of the people who

evolved on the North American continent, and in particular

they provide enlightenment as to the basic similarities

between Sutpen and Gatsby as Americans.

Schlesinger 1 s first item--the belief in the universal

obligation to work--is a quality springing from America IS

long-standing agrarian tradition. "For the colonial farmer

ceaseless exertion was the price of survival. Every member

of the community must be up and doing. ,,35 Likewise if a man

counts the pursuit of his own particular dream as a necessary

part of his survival, then work is a necessary adjunct in

achieving that dream. For this reason, Thomas Sutpen and

II the twenty negroes worked together, plastered over with mud

against the mosquitoes and, as Miss Coldfield told Quentin,

34 Ibid., p. 226.

35 I b i d., r>. 231.
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distinguishable one from another by his beard and eyes alone

• • • " (AA 37). For two years he and the slaves work contin

ually "in the sun and heat of summer and the mud and ice of

winter, with quiet and unflagging fury" building the house

(AA 38). Sutpen can not be content merely to supervise the

activities of his slaves. He chooses rather to join with

them in a sort of equality of labor, to hasten the consum

mation of his dream. He would no more think of letting

others do all the work, than he would accept any compromise

of his design. It is his dream to be built with his own

labor.

For Jay Gatsby, the emphasis on work is shifted somewhat.

Gatsby, living in the urban society of 1920s America, has a

different concept of work, no longer equated with the

physical toil of establishing civilization in the wilderness.

Work has been translated into monetary terms. Thus it takes

Gatsby "just three years to earn the money" (GG 91) that

provides him with his mansion and the accompanying trappings

of wealth. While Gatsby is not engaged in the same sort of

labors as occupy Sutpen, nonetheless Gatsby does affirm a

commitment to work as he sees it. They both demonstrate

that American penchant for work, laboring unstintingly

toward their respective goals.

Consonant with this attitude toward work, the Ameri

can applies this same seriousness of purpose to every other

phase of his living. Particularly striking is the American
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attitude toward festivity. As Schlesinger notes, merry

making is serious business for the American. "Into it goes

all the fierce energy that once felled the forests and broke

the prairies. We play games not for their own sake but in

order to win them. We attend social gatherings grimly

determined to have a 'good time.' ,,36 This concept of the

function of recreation shows itself in diverging ways in the

lives of Sutpen and Gatsby, due in part to the different

eras in which these men lived. In Sutpen's frontier experience,

recreation has little place. However, he does indulge in

the rather barbaric custom of fighting no holds barred with

his slaves, a contest from which he usually emerges victorious.

He plays to win, just as he works to win.

Gatsby, on the other hand, views social gatherings as a

possible means for achieving his version of the American

dream. He assumes his particular role of Trimalchio of West

Egg on the chance that Daisy might "wander into one of his

parties, some night" (GG 80). While this does not happen,

Gatsby still conducts these parties as seriously as he

conducts his business, and it appears to Carraway that at

these parties Gatsby " ..• grew more correct as the fraternal

hilarity increased" (GG 50). Both Gatsby and Sutpen, ap

proach their respective recreational pursuits with the same

singleness of purpose which they apply to their more tradi

tional labor.

36 I b i d., p. 233.
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Schlesinger sees the American's immense capacity for

work transformed almost automatically into the eternal

pursuit of material gain. The American's intensely acquisi

tive spirit springs in most part from the individualism of

the pioneer farmer. "In the absence of hereditary distinc-

tions of birth and rank the accumulation of wealth constituted

the most obvious badge of social superiority, and once the

process was begun, the inbred urge to keep on working made

it difficult to stop."37 It is this American acquisitive

spirit that drives Sutpen to obtain "that hundred miles of

land which he took from a tribe of ignorant Indians, nobody

knows how, and a house the size of a courthouse. " (AA 16).

His eternal pursuit of material gain makes him "the biggest

single landowner and cotton-planter in the county" (AA 72)

at the height of his success, and this same pursuit will not

let him rest even after the war when sutpen 1s Hundred is

reduced to "Sutpen1s One" (AA l6B). No matter how many

obstacles he meets, he still pursues material gain with

unflagging stint, "impervious. . to fatigue" (AA 13). He

continues to be driven by this acquisitive American spirit

to the end of his life.

In like manner Gatsby pursues the American ideal of

material success and acquires "a factual imitation of some

Hotel de Ville in Normandy, with a tower on one side, spanking

37 I b i d., p. 239.
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new under a thin beard of raw ivy, and a marble swimming

pool, and more than forty acres of lawn and garden" (GG 5).

On the more personal side, he has masses of shirts "piled

like bricks in stacks a dozen high" (GG 93) sent to him

seasonally by his English buyer. While his years of material

pursuit are cut short by his early death, he, like Sutpen,

is dedicated to the American commandment that material gain

is the legitimate badge of success, and his acquisitions are

abundant.

Another American trait that Schlesinger explores is the

urge to move about, the American wanderlust, which was

fostered by the continued westward movement of the American

frontier and has been perpetuated into the time when there

is no more west to which the young men might go. "With the

advent of the cheap automobile and the passion for long

distance touring, the rippling movement of humanity came to

resemble the waves of the ocean. In 1940 the American

people owned more motor-cars than bathtubs. The pursuit of

happiness was transformed into the happiness of pursuit. 1.38

Although both Gatsby and Sutpen precede the 1940's version

of the wandering American, each pursues a circuitous course

in his quest for his dream. Sutpen is born in the hill

country of West Virginia, slides down to the Tidewater area,

and seeks his fortune first in Haiti and then in Mississippi.

38 Ibid., p , 237.
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When the dream can't be fulfilled in one place, then the

American moves on down the road. Gatsby comes from North

Dakota to West Egg via enrollment at St. Olaf College,

cruises on the Tuolomee with Dan Cody, assignment to the

military camp at Louisville, Kentucky, and brief studies at

Oxford, England. In Fitzgerald's words, Americans "beat on,

boats against the current., borne back ceaselessly into the

past" (GG 182), and the dreamer may like Gatsby fall prey to

the "foul dust [which] floated in wake of his dreams... "

(GG 2). Yet for both Sutpen and Gatsby the actual dream and

the motion of the pursuit of those dreams are inextricably

entangled.

If the urge to move about can not be satisfied geograph-

ically, then according to Schlesinger, the American adopts

other forms of motion. If he " ..• has no purposeful work

on hand, the fever in his blood impels him nevertheless to

some form of visible activity. When seated he keeps moving

in a rocking chair. "39 For Sutpen this continual activity is

evidenced by "that unsleeping care which must have known

that it could permit itself but one mistake; that alertness

for measuring and weighing event against eventuality" (AA 53),

which visibly relaxes just prior to his marriage to Ellen

Coldfield. Mr. Cornpson describes Sutpen at that time when

"the flesh on his bones had become quieter . . . as though

39I bl.'d. , 2·32p. .
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after the three years he could trust his eyes alone to do

the watching, without the flesh on his bones standing sentry

a 1 so II (AA 48). However,. even after his second marr iage ,

Sutpen remains constantly active, and when he rides home

again after the long exhausting war experience, he "did not

seem to sit but rather seemed to project himself ahead like

a mirage, in some fierce dynamic rigidity of impatience ... "

(AA 159). Never is Sutpen completely at rest. His American

blood keeps him ever moving, ever giving vent to his own

dynamic energy.

Though engaged in very different labors, Gatsby, too,

is continually in motion. No matter how relaxed and refined

he hopes to appear, " ... that resourcefulness of movement

that is so peculiarly American • • . was continually breaking

through his punctilious manner in the shape of restlessness.

He was never quite still: there was always a tapping foot

somewhere or the impatient opening and closing of a hand"

(GG 64). Like Sutpen, Gatsby's restless movements cannot be

quieted, and he, too, is perpetually in motion.

The belief in the absence of permanent class barriers

is also a basic American trait that Schlesinger noteS.

"Geographic or horizontal mobility was the concomitant of a

still more fundamental aspect of American life: social or

vertical mobility. The European notion of a graded society

in which each class everlastingly performed its allotted
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function vanished quickly amidst primitive surrounding that

invited the humblest persons to move upward as well as

outward. Instead of everybody being nobody, they found that

everybody might be somebody.,,40 In this American atmosphere

of enlarged possibil£ty, the boy Su~pen believes he can gain

the white mansion with "a barrel stave hammock between two

trees • • . and a nigger . • • who did nothing else but fan

him and bring him drinks" (AA 228). Likewise the young

soldier Gatsby believes he can possess " ... the bought

luxury of starshine ••. of Daisy, gleaming like silver,

safe and proud above the hot struggles of the poor" (GG 149

ISO). Both of these characters believe as Schlesinger

notes, that the rightful "feeling of the American was 'I'm

as good as you are' rather than '1 1m no better than anyone

else. 11·41

Since the absence of permanent class barriers is a long

standing American belief, " ... the class struggle in

America has consisted in this struggle of Americans to climb

out of one class into a higher one. The zest of competition

frequently led to sharp trading, fraud, and chicanery, but

in the public mind guilt attached less to the practices than

to the ineptitude of being caught at them. ,,42 Thus, though

the city of Jefferson had once tried mob action against

401bid., p. 237.

4I r b i d., p. 237.

42 1bid., p. 239.
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Sutpen, when "at last civic virtue came to a boil" (AA 44)

over the presumed dishonest sources of his wealth, eventually

"he was accepted; he obviously had too much money now to be

rejected ... " (AA 72). Though the assumption of Sutpen's

dishonesty may never have been completely dispelled, he at

least does not suffer the more heinous fate of having any of

those "shady" methods revealed, and he does appear to have

indeed been accorded, though perhaps grudgingly, his niche

in the top echelon of his society.

For Gatsby, too, the climb to the level of society he

seeks is done with the aid of money tainted by the corruption

of Meyer Wolfsheim and his cohorts. However, though the

public speculates on the chicanery involved, that doesn't

keep anyone from attending his parties. So long as Gatsby

hasn't actually been caught, nobody is embarrassed, and the

party can go on perpetually. Since he does "drift coolly

out of nowhere and buy a palace on Long Island Sound" (GG 49),

he appears to have "made it." Though the means might be a

little shady, the end result is fine. Rising to one's

rightful and natural social level is the American way, and

both Sutpen and Gatsby accept this belief in complete faith

that the ultimate goal will be reached.

Another contributing factor Schlesinger cites is the

national optimism, the innate faith in progress. "The

American character, whatever its shortcomings, abounds in

courage, creative energy, and resourcefulness and is
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bottomed upon the profound conviction that nothing in the

world is beyond its power to accomplish. 1143 All America is

thought to be moving onward and upward. All things are

possible if they are just approached in the proper manner.

Even at the time when Sutpen's design seems to be crumbling

to dust, " ... he still knew that he had courage, and

though he may have come to doubt lately that he had acquired

that shrewdness which at one time he believed he had, he

still believed that it existed somewhere in the world to be

learned and that if it could be learned he would yet learn

it... II (AA 273).

In similar American style Gatsby, too, demonstrates

that "extraordinary gift for hope" (GG 2) by assuming that

the past can be repeated: II 'Can't repeat the past?' he

cried incredulously. 'Why of course you can! '" (GG Ill).

For these two optimistic Americans anything is possible; the

movement is always into the bright promise of tomorrow. In

Schlesinger's appraisal, "To doubt the future was to confess

oneself a failure since the life history of almost any

American documented the opposite view. The belief in progress

I 'h 'I 1144 If B ' .blossomed spontaneousy ln suc a SOl. . enJarnln

Franklin could succeed in his myriad endeavors, there can be

no reason why Sutpen and Gatsby shall not be similiarly

43 I b i d., p , 244.

44 I b i d., p. 240.
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successful. The American mind, rooted in the ideal of

unlimited possibility, assumes inevitable progress.

A direct outgrowth of the American's inate optimism, in

Schlesingerts opinion, is a tendency towards boastfulness.

This optimism "attained its most blatant expression in the

national love of bragging. At bottom, this habit sprang

from pride in a country of vast distances and mighty eleva

tions and from an illimitable faith in its possibilities of

being great as well as big. n4 5 While Sutpen does not exhibit

this tendency towards boastfulness, Gatsby certainly demon

strates a flair for this American quality. While he doesn't

boast about what he is going to do, he certainly makes up a

good story about what he already had done. He boasts,

" . I lived like a young rajah in all the capitals of

Europe--Paris, Venice, Rome--collecting jewels, chiefly

rubies, hunting big game, painting a little, things for

myself only, and trying to forget something very sad that

had happened to me long ago" (GG 66). This obviously is an

inflated story, an adolescent imagination bragging about

what it would have done if it had been given the chance, but

it flows naturally from Gatsbyi s vibrant character nurtured

on the unlimited possibilities of life, and it places Gatsby

firmly in the American tradition of boastfulness.

Another American trait that Schlesinger points out is

the neglect of abstract thinking. The American "had an

45 r b i d . , p. 240.
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abiding suspicion of the theorist:.. . . preferring to trust

his own quick perceptions and to deal from day to day with

matters as they arose." 46 For this reason Americans put

more credence in the learning that comes from experience

rather than that which comes from formal education. The

practical things of life can be learned in the American

"school of hard knocks,1I from which self-educated men emerge.

Formal education just isn't practical. Thus Sutpen has

"some schooling during a part of one winter" (AA 240), while

Gatsby lasts two weeks at "the small Lutheran college of St.

Olaf in southern Minnesota" (GG 100) and "only stayed five

months" (GG 129) at Oxford. Both therefore emerge as self-

made American men, quite bereft of any real formal edu-

cation, but trusting to their own judgment--based on practical

experience, not theory--to be able to face any eventuality,

to surmount any obstacle.

Hand in hand with the American neglect of abstract

thinking Schlesinger sees the neglect of the aesthetic side

of life. In the practical work-oriented society that sprang

up on the Amer ican continent, "the cult of beauty . . . had

not.hing to contr ibute to the stern business of living; it

wasn't 'practica1,' II which resulted in" . the architec-

tural monotony and ugliness which have invariably offended

46 b ' dL2:....., p. 234.
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travelers accustomed to the picturesque charm of Old World

cities.,,47 Because aesthetic considerations were insignificant

to most Americans, the actual attempts at beauty were often

without grace or taste. Thus Sutpen's French architect has

"to curb the dream of grim and castlelike magnificence at

which Sutpen obviously aimed II (AA 38) in the building of his

house. Sutpen's "fierce and overweening vanity or desire

for magnificence" (AA 38) can't really grasp the aesthetic

considerations needed to achieve his goal of grandeur. His

ideas must be aligned with the qualities of grace and taste

which until now he has seen no practical reason to cultivate.

Thus the architect IIcreated of Sutpen's very defeat the

victory which, in conquering, Sutpen himself would have

failed to gain" (AA 39), and Sutpen gains his American dream

castle without himself having to grapple with the "imprac

cal" aesthetics of the matter.

By Gatsby,s time the American neglect of the aesthetic

had taken on a little different focus though the "impract

cali ty" of such consideration was still a deeply ingrained

American bias and by no means a forgotten one. That anti

aesthetic "bias thus given to the national mentality lasted

well into America's urban age.,,48 Though interest in ae

etic considerations increased with time, the area had been

neglected too long to come immediately into flower. Thus it

47 Ibid. I p.. 233.

48 Ibid., p.. 233.
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is, that though Gatsby seeks to excell in the aesthetic side

of life, he really is in lithe service of a vast, vulgar,

and meretricious beauty" (GG 99), which leads him to live in

an enormous house built by a brewer Hearly in the 'period 1

craze" (GG 89), to ""ear that "gorgeous pink rag of a suit"

(GG 154), and to entertain at parties so raucous that "on

Mondays eight servants, including an extra gardener, toiled

all day with mops and scrubbing-brushes and hammers and

garden-shears, repairing the ravages of the night before"

(GG 39). The descriptive terms, "craze," "rag," and "ravages"

show just how far Gatsby misses his goal of beauty and

grace. He has the means to acquire the aesthetic things of

life, but he does not have the requisite accompanying taste.

He really does not succeed in his attempt to live the cultured

life, because he tries to force its blooming. Neither

Sutpen nor Gatsby ever really possesses the sensibilities to

overcome the American neglect of the aesthetic though both

attempt to surround themselves with the proper accoutrements.

The final American attribute from Schlesinger 1s list to

be considered here is the deference for women. "Toward

women the American male early acquired an attitude which

sharply distinguished him from his brother in the Old World.

As in every new country, women had a high scarcity value,

both in the colonies and later in the settling West, 1149

and in consequence, a certain heightened regard sprang up

49Ibid., p , 235.
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for them. This deference manifests itself in the form of

protection accorded as to a valued possession. The woman is

put ana pedestal where she remains a possession, a rather

valuable piece of property, which needs to be protected from

harm, whether or not she needs or wants such protection.

Both Sutpen and Gatsby exhibit this deferential attitude

towards women at some point in their lives.

For Sutpen this attribute is most evident at the time

when he has both the opportunity and certainly the reason to

denounce Eulalia, his first wife. However his morality

which included, at least at that time, a certain regard for

women "would not permit him to malign or traduce the memory

of his first wife, or at least the memory of the marriage

even though he felt that he had been tricked by it, not even

to an acquaintance in whose confidence and discretion he

trusted enough to wish to justify himself... It (AA 272).

Even to General Compson, who is probably the closest thing

to a friend and confidant that he ever had, Sutpen cannot

bring himself to speak maliciously of his first wife. He

has possessed her as a priceless adjunct to his design and

then renounced her, and he still holds her in that character

istic American deference. Though his attitude towards women

is far from exemplary throughout, at least in this one in

stance he does protect one quite chivalrously.



For Gatsby this deference for women assumes colossal

proportions when he meets Daisy and weds his fate to her;

Ii ••• he found that he had committed himself to the fol

lowing of a grai1" (GG 149). liHe knew women early, and

since they spoiled him he became contemptuous of them. "

(GG 99), but once he meets Daisy, his whole life is dedicated

to pursuing her, as his idealized vision conceives of her.

When he attains her, he will have attained everything. She

symbolizes for Gatsby the ultimate value, the ultimate pos

session, and therefore she needs to be protected. For that

reason Gatsby is willing to assume full responsibility for

Myrtle Wilson's death. While Daisy is driving the "death

car" (GG 138), Gatsby says, "but of course I'll say I was"

(GG 144). And, of course, he would have, too, if the situa

tion had come to that. In his regard for Daisy as the ulti

mate woman, he will protect her at all costs. For Sutpen

and Gatsby, however, the protective American deference

proves to be also destructive of the woman as a person.

Schlesinger'S list of characteristics of the new man

applies well to both Sutpen and Gatsby, since each exhibits

a remarkable number of those American traits. Of primary

concern here are the belief in the universal obligation to

work and the resultant seriousness of purpose in regard to

most endeavors, the eternal pursuit of material gain for the

purpose of achieving a high standard of creature comfort,

36
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the urge to move about both geographically and s.ocially, an

innate faith in progres.s. bas.ed on an eternal optimism, which

in turn gives. ris.e to a love of bragging, a neglect of

abs.tract thinking and the aes.thetic s.ide of life, and a

certain deference toward women. By these criteria, each man

can be judged to be an American, the new man. The elements.

in varying combinations give rise to the typically American

character which both Gatsby and Sutpen pos.s.es.s., and from

their common American character s.pring many of the basic

s.imilarities. between the two men.



Chapter 3: Sutpen and Gatsby as Parallel Characters

ing1ng from this common ter,

U.U.U.CHI['::J "tal similarities between Sutpen and Gatsby are

tenfa These parallels lude (1) significant beg ings

and lack of family ties; (2) lack of formal education

the resultant reliance on self-education; (3) sel creation

of one's own personality, (4) self~discipline and the use of

a timetable in pursuit of the dream; (5) the accumulation of

wealth as a secondary but integral part of the dream goal,

(6) "shady" methods and manipulations to obtain weal (7)

qualified success after achieving wealth; (8) attempts at

social respectability and acceptabili although remaining

essent lly !'outsiders;" (9) over-simp1if ation of real

leading to ill-founded assumptions of success; and (10)

failure to timately achieve the dream goal. These s lar-

ies shall be explored here through close analysis of

two texts.

Both Sutpen and Gatsby are the progeny of obscure

origins and parentage. As children, both come poor,

rather shiftless famil s, and neither s from his

significant beginning with any susta family ties. In

the eyes of their respective communit , these men es-

senti 1y "carne out of nowhere" (AA 9), bIos without

any apparent roots.
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Sutpen is born in the mountains of the territory later

to become West Virginia, in one of the nondescript "log

cabins boiling with children" (AA 221), and he thinks for a

time at least that this is the way everyone lives. However

after his mother I s death,

. . . the whole passel of them from the

father through the grown daughters down

to ones that couldn I t even walk yet, slid

back down out of the mountains, skating in

a kind of accelerating and sloven and inert

coherence like a useless collection of flot

sam on a flooded river .•. backward against

the very current of the stream, across the

Virginia plateau and into the slack lowlands

about the mouth of the James River. (AA 223)

It is a trip attenuated by the frequent stops at doggeries

and taverns where the family "waited for the father to drink

himself insensib1e. " (AA 224), before they can continue

their inertial trip down to the coast, where they find

themselves "living in a cabin that was almost a replica of

the mountain one ... ," (AA 227), The family home is charac

terized by "rough partly rotten log walls, the sagging roof

whose missing shingles they did not replace but just set

pans and buckets under the leaks, the lean-to room which

they used for kitchen and which . had no chimney. , . II

(AA 236). This is the home which Sutpen I s father fills
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with "alcohol snoring" (M 237) and which Sutpen abandons

completely when he strikes out on his own at the age of

fourteen. Sutpen is the product of a brutally poor, dehuman

izing environment and of a family totally without economic

or social stability or sustaining family ties. Sutpen

indeed comes out of nowhere.

Likewise Gatsby comes from insignificant beginnings.

"His parents were shiftless and unsuccessful farm people.

(GG 99),11 and although the family life in North Dakota is

never delineated as clearly as Sutpen's early family situa

tion, the description of Gatsby's father at the time of the

funeral is that of a man long accustomed to defeat and

emptiness. He is II ••• a solemn old man, very helpless and

dismayed, bundled up in a long cheap ulster against the warm

September day" (GG 167-68), almost as if he wears the Goat

to ward off the chill of anticipated rebuff. Mr. Gatz is

presented as a dull, ineffectual man who is overwhelmed by

most of the situations he encounters. While Sutpen's father

hides behind the bottle, Gatsby's father hides behind his

gray muffled existence. His world is eons away from Gatsby's

own gorgeous conceptions of possibility. Thus it is little

wonder that while Gatsby is in Louisville he acutely feels

that IIhe had no comfortable family standing behind him.

(GG 149). At that time, he truly is lI a penniless young man

without a past •.• " (GG 149), who left home at an early

age to seek his fortune. He has worked as a student-janitor
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at St. Olaf College for two weeks, as a Lake Superior clam-

digger for over a year, and then, at the age of seventeen,

as personal attendant to the lavish Dan Cody. Unfortunately

none of this provides Gatsby with a past that will serve as

the foundation for his aspirations.

Springing from obscure, inhospitable origins, with no

past or comfortable family traditions to rely on, Sutpen and

Gatsby simply "haven't had the advantages" (GG 1) that are

available to a Compson or a Carraway, by virtue of family

tradition and social position. Nonetheless this lack of

hereditary advantage does not pose an insurmountable obstacle

for either Gatsby or Sutpen. In the unlimited possibility

of the American promise, a Jay Gatsby can "drift coolly out

of nowhere and buy a palace on Long Island Sound" (GG 49).

Likewise Sutpen can ride into town, "man and beast looking

as though they had been created out of thin air and set down

in the bright summer sabbath sunshine in the middle of a

tired foxtrot" (AA 32), and very soon thereafter have deed

to what would become the largest plantation in the area,

"built ..• apparently out of nothing ... " (AA 11).

Both men not only seemingly come out of nowhere, but

they both come with nothing. Sutpen appears with only "the

strong spent horse and the clothes on his back and a small

saddlebag scarcely large enough to contain the spare linen

and the razors, and the two pistols ... with the butts

worn smooth as pick-handles •.• 11 (AA 33). He makes that
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same suit of clothes last for the next five years until the

day that he dons "a new hat • and a new broadcloth coat"

(M 46) and goes to propose to Ellen Coldfield. In similar

manner, Wolfsheim describes Gatsby's return to the States

after the war as, "A young major just out of the army and

covered over with metals. • He was so hard up he had

to keep on wearing his uniform because he couldn't buy some

regular clothes" (GG 172). Nonetheless, though both start

out with just the clothes on their backs, magnificent dreams

fill their heads and hearts.

Even in death Sutpen remains without origin. His tomb

stone IIdid not divulge where and when he had been born"

(M 188); it only gives his name, confederate army ranking

and date of death. Although Gatsby's tombstone is not

described, that monument probably also only reflects the

deceased's name, army standing and dates. Only if Mr. Gatz

projects feelings onto stone, as Miss Rosa does at Judith's

death, will more information about the origins of Jay Gatsby

be revealed on his tombstone, and Mr. Gatz scarcely seems

that imaginative: Sutpen and Gatsby do not escape their

insignificant beginnings even in death.

However such obscure origins have a particular meaning

for the American. They become, in R.W.B. Lewis' words,

" •.. his complete emancipation from the history of mankind.

He was to be recognized now for what he was--a new Adam, mir

aculously free of family and race, untouched by those dismal
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conditions which prior tragedies and entanglements monotonously

prepared for the newborn European. uSO Surely both Sutpen and

Gatsby are emancipated from their families and stand alone

as new men on the threshold of a new world, a habitat of

" space as spaciousness, as the unbounded, the area of

total possibility,"Sl the arena of the American dream.

As has been discussed earlier, the formal education

preparing Sutpen and Gatsby for their respective pursuits is

at best sketchy. The American disregard for intellectual

considerations is a long-standing one, and neither Sutpen

nor Gatsby escapes it. This is not to say, however, that

they hold no faith in learning. While neither takes full

advantage of the educational opportunities of his time, both

are firm believers in the benefits to be gained from experience

and self-taught practical studies.

Therefore Sutpen determines his course of action by de-

ciding that he needs to be "... clever and courageous:

the latter of which I believed that I possessed, the former

of which I believed that, if it were to be learned by energy

and will in the school of endeavor and experience, I should

learn" (AA 242). This is Sutpen's theory of education:

he doesn't already have the knowledge or skills necessary to

the job at hand, then--optimistic American that he is--he

SOLewis, Adam, p. 41.

SlIbid., p. 91.
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will learn them, if they are to be learned. He doubts not

his capacity to master any new endeavor.

Gatsby's faith in learning is outlined in his Schedule

and General Resolves, dated September 12, 1906. Among the

items thus preserved on the last flyleaf of the Hopalong

Cassidy book are "Study electricity, etc.;" "Practice elocu

tion, poise and how to attain it:" "Study needed inventions;"

and "Read one improving book or magazine per week" (GG l74).

Naive as this partial listing may appear, it still reflects

the American faith in self-education and self-improvement.

Benjamin Franklin has found a true pragmatic son in Jimmy

Gatz, soon to be Jay Gatsby. Gatsby may not be sure of what

St. Olaf can do for him educationally, but he knows what he

can do for himself.

In his self-study program, Sutpen " • must have al-

most taught himself to read •.. 11 (M 62), and from those

same books he adopts "the bombastic phrases with which . . •

he even asked you for a match for his cigar or offered you

the cigar" (M 240). He speaks in "that pleasant faintly

forensic anecdotal manner ..• " (M 250), which coming from

anyone else would have elicited mirth, but from Sutpen is

accepted without comment. Florid and underbred though his

manner of speaking may be, he is Sutpen and he commands

respect. His linguistic self-education goes even further.

He discovers when he goes to seek his fortune in the West

Indies, "that all people did not speak the same tongue"

(M 248), and, undaunted, he learns "to speak a new language"
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(AA 248). With determination and the will to learn, Sutpen

masters those verbal skills adjunctive to his design.

Living in a later time, Gatsby--unlike Sutpen--probably

learned to read in school, and his language is quite ordinary

except for the frequent use of the phrase, "old sport."

Probably he adopts this phrase to augment his "Oxford"

image. For him, it is representative of the leisure class

to which he aspires. Ironically, as Milton Hindus points

out, that phrase n •• • is redolent of the 1890s rather than

the 1920s ... n52 and, while still fitting the character,

sounds just as affected as Sutpen1s overblown, rhetorical

patterns of speech.

Just as Sutpen painfully teaches himself to read and to

speak the way he believes that a gentleman should, so he

also teaches himself the manners that he assumes a gentleman

would use. He salutes the people of Jefferson

. with that florid, swaggering gesture to

the hat .• He was like John L. Sullivan

having taught himself painfully and tediously

to do the schottische, having drilled himself

and drilled himself in secret until he now be-

lieved it no longer necessary to count the

music's beat, say. He may have believed that

your grandfather or Judge Benbow might have

52 'I ., d FMl ton Hln us, •.
and Interpretation (New
P:-42.

Scott Fitzgerald: An Introduction
York: Barnes & Nobre, Inc., 1968),
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done it a little more effortlessly than he,

but he would not have believed that anyone

could have beat him in knowing when to do it

and how. (AA 46)

Sutpen teaches himself the social skills that he believes he

needs and places in them as much confidence as if he had

grown up surrounded by genteel traditions and manners.

While Gatsby may have had more opportunity to learn

gentlemanly manners than Sutpen, "Practice elocution, poise

and how to attain it" (GG 174) is still allotted an hour a

day on Gatsby's schedule of self-improvement and self

education. He probably has spent many long hours perfecting

"his graceful, conservative fox-trot" (GG 106) so that it

will be ready for the night that Daisy will finally corne to

one of his parties and dance with him. Gatsby, like Sutpen,

recognizes and cultivates the proper social graces requisite

to the level of society that he seeks.

For both men, however, their basic education is completed

in the school of hard knocks with a woman for a teacher.

Sutpen receives his lesson in reality from a West Indian

Creole planter and his daughter, Eulalia, who "deliberately

withheld •.• the one fact ••. If (AA 264) that would have

stopped Sutpen's marriage to her. Because Eulalia does

possess Negro blood, she is not an acceptable wife for

Sutpen, nor is their child an acceptable heir to his American

dream. When Sutpen learns of this deception, he calmly and

rationally". • . provided for her and put her aside" (M 240) .
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Then fully aware of the valuable time he has lost over this

lesson, he starts anew on the pursuit of his dream.

In Gatsby's case, Ella Kaye serves to complete "his

singularly appropriate education" (GG 102). While Gatsby is

supposed to inherit "a legacy of twenty-five thousand dollars"

(GG 101) from Dan Cody, that estate passes intact into the

hands of Ella Kaye. Though Gatsby "never understood the

legal device that was used against him" (GG 101) to prevent

his inheritance, he did emerge from this episode " ...

filled out to the substantiality of a man" (GG 102), ripe to

seek his fortune and pursue his dream.

Just as Sutpen and Gatsby see to their own educations

and learn by sometimes difficult experience, so each creates

his own distinct personality and the arena in which that

personality shall function. As Cleanth Brooks points out,

it " ... is not that they are all 'self-made' merely in the

fact that they did not inherit their wealth .... they are

self-made--in the sense that they have created their own

personalities and disciplined their minds in the service of

a dream. n53 Both Sutpen and Gatsby seek to mold their lives

and their surroundings to create a sphere of unlimited

possibility worthy of the dreams to be pursued there.

Reminiscent of R.W.B. Lewis' new Adam, each hero is

"both maker and namer; his innocent pleasure, untouched by

humility is colored by the pride of one who looks on his

53Brooks, Shaping Joy, p. 185.
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work and finds it good. The things that are named seem to

spring into being at the sound of the word. 1154 For the new

Adam, the echoes of Genesis are still resounding in the new

world. Thus it is that James Gatz, as maker, believes

always in "a promise that the rock of the world was founded

securely on a fairy's wing" (GG 100), and spins out "a

universe of ineffable gaudiness . . . in his brain. "

(GG 99), filling his heart with heady dreams. James Gatz,

as namer, re-christens himself "Jay Gatsby" and sallies

forth to meet his destiny, confident in the fruitful outcome

of his venture.

Thomas Sutpen, maker and namer, pronounces "Be Sutpen's

Hundred like the oldentime Be Light" (M 9) and creates the

plantation that will be the foundation for the realizations

of his dream. In like manner though he doesn't change his

own name, he names all of his offspring, "the Charles Goods

and the Clytemnestras and Henry and Judith and all of them"

(M 266), and even when he learns that his first born son

has Negro blood, he still christens him "Charles Bon.

Charles Good" (M 265). This dynamic quality that compels

Gatsby to adopt a new name and Sutpen to assume dominion

over all around him is the force that they both harness for

the shaping of their own characters.

Sutpen is nothing if he is not dynamic. According to

Miss Rosa, he does not merely ride into the town of Jefferson,

54 Le wis, Adam, p. 51.
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but rather "out of quiet thunderclap he would abrupt.. "

(AA 8), and he contrives " •.• somehow to swagger even on a

horse • . • II (AA 16). Wherever he goes, he carries with him

"his sober watchful mountain reserve" and " a good deal of

latent insubordination ••• " (M 241). Since he has already

determined that to achieve his goal "all that was necessary

was courage and shrewdness . II (AA 244), he channels his

dynamic will toward attaining these qualities, and achieves

some degree of success.

Sutpen makes of himself a man who II • not only went

out to meet his troubles, he sometimes went out and manufac

tured them" (M 105). He believes firmly in his capability

to meet any test and conquer any adversary. While still

quite young, he subdues a slave uprising on the West Indian

sugar plantation

. . . maybe by yelling louder, maybe by standing,

bearing more than they believed any bones and

flesh CQuld or should (should, yes; that would

be the terrible thing: to find flesh to stand

more than flesh should be asked to stand); maybe

at last they themselves turning in horror and

fleeing from . an indomitable spirit which

should have come from the same primary fire

which theirs came from but which could not

have, could not possibly have. (M 254)

While his shrewdness in this instance might be questioned,
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Gatsby, too, is a dynamic individual and the persona-

Li,ty that he creates is II. • • an unbroken series of success

ful gestures" which Carraway can only describe as lIgorgeous"

(GG 2). Gatsby is "quick and extravagantly ambitious" (GG 101)

and expresses himself through his "resourcefulness of move

ment" (GG 64), his signature "in a majestic hand u (GG 41),

and his remarkable smile.

It was one of those rare smiles with a quality

of eternal reassurance in it. . It faced-

or seemed to face--the whole external world for

an instant, and then concentrated on you with

an irresistible prejudice in your favor. It

understood you just as far as you wanted to be

understood, believed in you as you would like

to believe in yourself, and as'sured you that

it had precisely the impression of you that,

at your best, you hoped to convey. (GG 48)

These are the qualities that Gatsby amasses for his pursuit of

his dream, in preparation for his ultimate gesture, stretching

11 ••• out his arms toward .•• a single green light, minute

and far away. "(GG 21-22), the symbol of his supreme goal.

Keeping in mind the details of Gatsby's North Dakota home

life and parents, there is little wonder that "his imagination

had never really accepted them as his parents at all" (GG 99).

As he listens to the cadence of "the drums of his destiny"

(GG 100), it does not take him long to formulate his own

genealogy.
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The truth was that Jay Gatsby of West Egg,

Long Island, sprang from his Platonic con

ception of himself. He was a son of God--

a phrase which, if it means anything, means

just that--and he must be about His Father's

business. • . • So he invented just the sort

of Jay Gatsby that a seventeen-year-old boy

would be likely to invent, and to this con

ception he was faithful to the end. (GG 99)

As only a person lacking roots can do, Gatsby, like Sutpen,

creates for himself a new and unique identity, a personality

that becomes a function of the very dream he pursues.

In delineating a method of pursuit for their respective

American dreams, both Sutpen and Gatsby draw upon the same

dynamic energy resources of self-discipline and self-determination

that they use to nurture their self-created personalities.

Each outlines his specific plan of action in a blueprint of

sorts and then sets out resolutely to follow through with

that plan.

As Cleanth Brooks points out, "Sutpen is a 'planner'

who works by blueprint and on a schedule. He is rational

istic and scientific, not traditional, not religious, not

even superstitious. 1155 He is the epitome of the self-made,

self-reliant American. As a youth he determines what he

55Brooks, Yoknapatawpha, p. 306.
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needs to do " ... in order to live with himself for the

rest of his life .•. " (AA 234), and from that time forward,

he II. • • would accept nothing less, and drove through to

get it at Whatever cost II (AA 51). As he explains to Grand

father Compson, "I had a design. To accomplish it I should

require money, a house, a plantation, slaves, a family-

incidentally of course, a wife. I set out to acquire these,

asking no favor of any man" (AA 263). With these material

goals in mind Sutpen works systematically to attain them,

assuming that with determination there is no reason why he

should not be successful.

Gatsby, too, follows a predetermined path as he pursues

his dream. As a child, he outlines the schedule that he

believes will prepare him for future successes.

Rise from bed 6:00 A.M.

Dumbbell exercise and wall-scaling .. 6:15-6:30 A.M.

Study electricity, etc. . 7:15-8:15 A.M.

Work.. ...• • . . 8:30-4:30 P.M.

Baseball and sports 4:30-5:00 P.M.

Practice elocution, poise and how

to attain it . . • . . . .

Study needed inventions

GENERAL RESOLVES

No wasting time at Shafters or [a name, indecipher-

able]

No more smokeing or chewing.
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Bath every other day

Read one improving book or magazine per week

Save $5.00 [crossed out] $3.00 per week

Be better to parents (GG 174)

Several of the items listed here have already been

dealt with as they apply to Gatsby's self-education. However

the significance of the schedule as a whole springs from its

roots in the basic American mentality. In the essay "Fitzgerald's

Jay Gatz and Young Ben Franklin,1l56 Floyd C. Watkins traces

the parallels between the above listing and Franklin's

schedule and list of thirteen virtues. The correlations

between the two are unmistakable. Adhering to an ingrained

American bias, Gatsby, like Sutpen, believes that the system-

atic self-disciplined approach to life is bound to be the

most successful.

Early in their lives both Sutpen and Gatsby suffer what

some might assume to be irrepairable blows to their aspira-

tions. Sutpen's first wife and son prove to be totally

unacceptable in terms of Sutpen's design, and Gatsby's

beloved Daisy has married someone else. This would appear

to put an end to the dreams. However both men, with character

istic determination and optimism, believe in what Kenneth

Eble calls "the myth of the second chance which . . . grows

out of the common Western experience of pulling stakes One

56Floyd C. Watkins, "Fitzgerald's Jay Gatz and Young Ben
Franklin," New England Quarterly, 17 (June 1954), 249-52.
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place and trying it again further West. nS7 When Eulalia in

the West Indies is found wanting, Sutpen moves on to Yoknapa

tawpha County, Mississippi, where he focuses attention first

on Ellen Coldfield, later of Rosa Coldfield, and finally on

Jones. Though Gatsby's move from wooing Daisy in

Louisville to pursuing her on Long Island does not constitute

a westward motion, he still believes that he will have

another chance to gain possession of his goal. Both men

exhibit that American urge to move about, coupled with a firm

belief in the adage, "If at first you donlt succeed, try,

try again."

On the premise of self-determination, both Sutpen and

Gatsby order their lives, following a program of deliberate

choices. Miss Rosa comments on Sutpen's remarkable self-

discipline and drive in initially taming Sutpen's Hundred,

"Because he was too young. He was just twenty-five and a

man of twenty-five does not voluntarily undertake the hard-

ship and privation of clearing virgin land and establishing

a plantation in a new country just for money" (AA 17). He

works harder than anyone would have expected him to work,

"impervious anyhow to fatigue" (AA 13), because he has a set

goal in mind and a self-imposed deadline to meet. working

under the same timetable pressure, Gatsby takes "just three

years to earn the money" (GG 91) to buy his Long Island

mansion.

57Kenneth Eble, F. Scott Fitzgerald (New York: Twayne
Publishers, Inc., 1963), p. 97.
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Once the plantation house is built and the New York

mansion is purchased, then the two timetables call for an

abatement of the former haste. Thus Sutpen I s house stands,

"unpainted and unfurnished, without a pane of glass or a

doorknob or hinge in it . . . for three years ." (AA 39) ,

while he amas ses his resources in preparation for the next

phase of his design. Sutpen allows no rash impulses to

interfere with his deliberated plan of action. In like

manner Gatsby II • had waited five years and bought a

mansion where he dispensed starlight to casual moths--so

tha t he could 'come over I some afternoon to a stranger IS

garden" (GG 80) , and meet his lady fair. Gatsby selects his

house ". . . so that Daisy would be just across the bay"

(GG 79) I with much the same deliberation as Sutpen uses when

he '". . . marked down Miss Coldfield I s father. II (AA 42)

in church in pre.paration for asking for Ellen I s hand in

marriage.

Every action that either Sutpen or Gatsby takes is pro

grammed to ultimately draw the dreamer closer to his dream

goal. Each follows his systematic predetermined course,

with unswerving self-discipline, so that it could be said of

either man, if indeed the dreamer " ... was mad, it was

only his compelling dream which was insane and not his

methods.. n (AA 166) II

Sutpen formulates his life goals on the day that his

father sends him to the plantation house with a message. At
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the front door the boy Sutpen meets a "monkey nigger" wearing

"broadcloth and linen and silk stockings" who tells him,

" ... to go around to the back door even before he could

state his errand ••• " (M 233). This rebuff is totally

beyond the scope of understanding for this thirteen or

fourteen year old mountain boy, and he spends many hours

wrestling with himself, trying to determine how he should

achieve his revenge. He finally comes to see II • his own

father and sisters and brothers as the owner, the rich man

(not the nigger) must have been seeing them all the time--as

cattle, creatures heavy and without grace, brutely evacuated

into a world without hope or a purpose for them ... "

(M 235), and he determines, "You got to have land and

niggers and a fine house to combat them with" (M 238).

These are sutpen's material goals, but his desire for wealth

is really secondary to his ultimate aim.

For Sutpen the fundamental desire is to vindicate that

rebuff by achieving a certain quality of life and by founding

an enduring dynasty. He wants the "boy-symbol at the door"

taken in

. • . where he would never again need to

stand on the outside of a white door and

knock at it: and not at all for mere

shelter but so that that boy, that what

ever nameless stranger, could shut that

door himself forever behind him on all

that he had ever known, and look ahead
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along the still undivuLged light rays

in which his descendants who might not

even ever hear his (the boy's) name, waited

to be born without even having to know that

they had once been riven forever free from

brutehood.. (AA 261)

With this as the ideal to which he dedicates himself, Sutpen

wants to be " ••• even after he would become dead, still

there, still watching the fine grandsons and great-grandsons

springing as far as eye could reach ... 11 (AA 271). He

even calls his plantation II ••• Sutpen's Hundred as if it

had been a king's grant in unbroken perpetuity from his

great grandfather--a home, position ... " (AA 16). Desiring

a modicum of immortality, he wants to leave more of himself

behind than just "a block of stone with scratches on it"

(AA 127). As Sutpen explains to Grandfather Compson, "You

see, all I wanted was just a son. Which seems to me, when I

look about at my contemporary scene, no exorbitant gift from

nature or circumstance to demand----" (AA 292), and to that

end he expends "fifty years of effort and striving to establish

a posterity... " (AA 275). He is devoted without reserva

tion to the "original gambit" (AA 32), of amassing a fortune

and founding an enduring family line.

Gatsby is older than Sutpen when he finds the focus of

his dream quest, and he has already been immersed in Dan

Cody's world of material abundance. As a young soldier,

Gatsby is stationed at Camp Taylor outside Louisville, where
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he meets and falls in love with lithe first 'nice' girl he

had ever know" (GG 148). In his devotion, he looks at

Daisy " .•• in a way that every young girl wants to be

looked at sometime ..• 11 (GG 76). Even her house holds the

young officer enthralled.

There was a ripe mystery about it, a hint

of bedrooms upstairs more beautiful and

cool than other bedrooms, of gay and radi-

ant activities taking place through its

corridors, and of romances that were not

musty and laid away already in lavender,

but fresh and breathing and redolent of

this year's shining motor-cars and of

dances whose flowers were scarcely withered .
.

It excited him, too, that many men had al-

ready loved Daisy--it increased her value

in his eyes. He felt their presence all

about the house, pervading the air with

the shades and echoes of still vibrant

emotions. (GG 148)

Everything about Daisy Fay is exciting and desirable, symbolizing

for Gatsby the ultimate promise of life.

Up until the time that Gatsby meets Daisy "his heart

was in a constant, turbulent riot" (GG 99). He knows " ..

that the blocks of the sidewalks really formed a ladder and

mounted to a secret place above the trees--he could climb to

it, if he climbed alone, and once there he could suck on the
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pap of life, gulp down the incomparable milk of wonder"

(GG 112). However he is willing to forego this expansion of

the possibility of life for him alone in exchange for the

wonderment of being together with Daisy. "He knew that when

he kissed this girl, and forever wed his unutterable visions

to her perishable breath, his mind would never romp again

like the mind of God. So he waited, listening for a moment

longer to the tuning-fork that had been struck upon a star.

Then he kissed her. At his lips' touch she blossomed for

him like a flower and the incarnation was complete ll (GG 112).

Gatsby realizes the limitations that he is placing upon him

self when he chooses Daisy--perishable, mortal Daisy--as the

goal of his quest, but without reservation he commits himself

"to the following of a grail" (GG 149).

To fullfil his desire to possess Daisy completely,

Gatsby must acquire great wealth in order to achieve and

maintain the quality of life that Daisy symbolizes. His

ideal impulse, like Sutpen's, finds expression in material

terms and is given utterance in Daisy's own voice. "Her

voice is full of money • that was the inexhaustible

charm that rose and fell in , the jingle of it, the cymbals'

song of it" (GG 120). When Daisy speaks it is " ..• as if

her heart was trying to come out to you concealed in one of

those breathless, thrilling words" (GG 15), those words

emanating the siren song of unlimited wealth. However while

the dream of Daisy and the necessity of wealth are hopelessly

entangled in Gatsby's pursuit, the impulse to possess "the
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king's daughter, the golden girl ll (GG 120) is idealistic.

Gatsby's all-consuming passion to be united with Daisy

"alone in space " (GG 119) is the central goal. The pursuit

of wealth is always secondary to his "incorruptible dream"

(GG 155), and his devotion to the latter is unwavering.

Thus, both Sutpen and Gatsby desire wealth, but only as

a secondary aim. However to obtain their primary goals, a

high degree of wealth is essential, and both men will do

what ever is necessary to achieve that goal. They both find

themselves under that American obligation to work ceaseless-

ly, in pursuit of material gain, because lithe American dream

and American wealth are inseparably related. The rich will

take as a matter of course what the poor can't win. II S8

To acquire the fortunes requisite to the scope of their

respective dreams, both Sutpen and Gatsby resort to rather

II s h a d y ll methods and manipulations to obtain their wealth.

These methods, however, do not spring from any particular

criminal bent, but rather they are seized by virtue of the

"calculated expediency ..59 that they represent.

Sutpen learns from his experiences in the West Indies

that the "shrewdness" he needs is in reality "unscrupu-

lousness" (AA 250), and by the time he reaches Jefferson, he

58Stern, Moment, p. 163.

59Hyatt H. Waggoner, William Faulkner: From Jefferson
to the World (Lexington, KentUCky: University of Kentucky
Press, 1959), p. 166.
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is 11 ••• a man that anyone could look at and see that, even

if he apparently had none now, he was accustomed to having

money and intended to have it again and would have no scruples

about how he got it... 11 (M 20). Similarly Jay Gatsby

learns h fundamental business techniques from Dan Cody,

" "the pioneer debauchee, who during one phase of American

life brought back to the Eastern seaboard the savage violence

of the frontier brothel and saloon li (GG 101), and from Meyer

Wolfsheim, lithe man who fixed the World's Series back in

1919 11 (GG 74). Gatsby resultant tactics in amassing his

wealth lead at least one person to say, !lI'm scared of him.

lid hate to have him get anything on me" (GG 33).

This ruthless approach to the acquisition of wealth is

admitted even by those who are sympathetic to these two men.

As Grandfather Compson says of Sutpen, "Given the occasion

and the need, this man can and will do anything II (M 46).

Likewise, with respect to Gatsby, carraway" . was startled

at his expression. He looked--and this is said in all

contempt for the babbled slander of his garden--as if he had

'killed a man.' For a moment the set of his face could be

described in just that fantastic way" (GG 135). Both Sutpen

and Gatsby are adjUdged to be capable of any villainy.

Because each of these men appears apparently out of

nowhere and mysteriously amasses a fortune, public opinion

is rampant with wild speculations about the sources of both

the men and their money. Sutpen is characterized as II •••

this Faustus, this demon, this Beelzebub fled hiding from
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" (AA 178) , while Gatsby is led the ·second cousin

to the devil" (GG 61). Society is sure that anyone

that quickly must be

devil.

E\/en u t the superna ications, I

ulations are colorfully romantic. with" two

pis . wi the butts worn smooth as pickhandles and

which he used wi th the precis of knitting needles .

Sutpen can '", . ride at a canter around a sapling at

twenty feet and put both bullets into a playing card

tened to the tree" (AA 33). Aware of this II, the c zens

of Jefferson do not find it difficult to picture h

wi th a handkerchief over his face and two pistol Is

glinti beneath the candelabra of a steamboat I s saloon.

even if no worse: if not something t

da of a muddy La ing and th a knife from beh (AA 44).

Even after his p1antation is established, and is en

ing h If in southern ions, publ tion

s not rest.

There were some among s 1 citizens

bel

the

even yet was a nigger

ile somewhere, rang ones

who 1i that the p tat ion was just a

blind to his actual avocation, through

the ones who bel t some
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way to juggle the cotton market itself and so

get more per bale for his cotton than honest

men could, to those who believed apparently

that the wild niggers which he had brought

there had the power to actually conjure more

cot ton per acre from the soil than any tame

ones had ever done. (AA 72)

Sutpen is unable to escape such suspicions that his gains

can only have come through chicanery of one sort or another.

Gatsby is the object of some equally imaginative assump

tions. Myrtle Wilson's sister Catherine says that ".

he's a nephew or a cousin of Kaiser Wilhelm's. That's where

all his money comes from" (GG 33). Later at one of his

parties, it is whispered that Gatsby " ... was a German spy

during the war" (GG 44). Nick comments that, "It was testi

mony to the romantic speculation he inspired that there

were whispers about him from those who had found little that

it was necessary to whisper about in this world" (GG 44).

At another party a young lady asserts, "He's a bootlegger

One time he killed a man who had found out that he

was nephew to Von Hindenberg ..• " (GG 61). In a similar

vein, Tom Buchanan demands, "Who is this Gatsby anyhow?

... Some big bootlegger?" (GG 109). As Gatsby's reputation

grows with the Long Island summer, "contempory legends such

as the 'underground pipe-line to Canada' attached themselves

to him, and there was one persistent story that he didn't
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live in a house at all, but in a boat that looked like a

house and was moved secretly up and down the Long Island

shore" (GG 98). Like Sutpen's, Gatsby's wealth is assumed

by the popular mind to be rooted in dishonesty and underhanded

dealings. How else can this phenomenal accumulation of

wealth be explained? The tradition of Poor Richard can

account for only so much success.

While both Faulkner and Fitzgerald provide ample expres

sion of the way characters such as Sutpen and Gatsby affect

the fertile public imagination, each author is careful

not to delineate too specifically the "shady" methods which

his hero employs. Dealing with "the Chickasaw Indian agent"

(AA 34), Sutpen acquires his hundred miles of land "...

from a tribe of ignorant Indians, nobody knows how 1'1

(AA 16). Then he brings in the "manacled ... French

architect" (AA 8) to build his house. Why the architect is

manacled like Sutpen's black slaves is never revealed, but

on at least one occasion the Frenchman escapes and is hunted

down with "the dogs and the niggers" (AA 219), because the

tasks Sutpen expects of him are not yet completed.

The most specific "shady" deal that Sutpen engages in

is also never really explained. As Quentin tells Shreve,

"Nobody ever did know for certain. It was something about a

bill of lading, some way he persuaded Mr Coldfield to use

his credit: one of those things that when they work you

were smart and when they dont you change your name and move

to Texas. "(AA 259). While these items provide a basis
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for the assumptions of Sutpen's dishonest means, the outline

of his misdeeds remains sketchy, leaving room for the

reader's imagination to fill in the supporting details.

Likewise Gatsby's actual Mshady" transactions remain a

mystery. His "business gonnegtion" (GG 71) with Wo1fsheim

is apparent; there is talk of "the betting laws" (GG 135)

and an arrest stemming from some "bonds" (GG 167). However

the most concrete example of Gatsby's gangland ties is

exposed by Tom. "He and this Wolfsheim bought up a lot of

side-street drugstores here and in Chicago and sold grain

alcohol over the counter" (GG 134.) These items alone,

however, are not enough to account for Gatsby's tremendous

wealth, so as with Sutpen, the reader must fill in the gaps

in Gatsby's criminal career.

One such critical speculation into the origins of

Gatsby's immense wealth appears in "Jay Gatsby's Hidden

Source of Wealth 1l 60 by John H. Randall III. Basing his thesis

on Gatsby's line, "I was in the drug business and then I was

in the oil business" (GG 91), Randall suggests that Gatsby

is a party to the Teapot Dome scandal. Whether or not one

accepts Randall's idea, admittedly based on circumstantial

evidence, the fact that Gatsby's wealth is the SUbject of

critical speculation is tribute to the mystery with which

Fitzgerald surrounds the "shady" actions of his character.

60John H. Randall III, "Jay Gatsby's Hidden Source of
Wealth," Modern Fiction Studies, 13 (Autumn 1967), 247-57.
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Randall further characterizes Gatsby as II ••• a robber

baron, almost on a level with our folk-hero millionaire-

picaros of the Gilded Age. • 1161 This parallels a statement

by Brooks that "Su.t.peri is on all fours with the robber baron

of the Gilded Age building a fake Renaissance palace on the

banks of the Hudson. 1162 From flsulphur-reek" (AA 8) to robber

baron, the parallels between Gatsby's gangsterism and Sutpen's

ruthlessness are complete. Though the reader is not made

aware of the specific misdeeds of the heros, the resultant

wealth is without doubt ill-gotten, acquired through "shady"

dealings and manipulations that will not bear close scrutiny.

Whatever the methods involved, both Sutpen and Gatsby

do amass considerable fortunes and achieve a qualified

success in the pursuit of their goals. The possession of

wealth gives them at least temporary control of their situa

tions, and they both appear to be on the verge of seizing

those dreams which they so ardently pursue.

Sutpen has acquired a fine plantation with a magnificent

mansion, complete with all the trappings of the southern

tradition, including a wife, who will in turn provide him

with a noble line of descendents. His mansion, furnished in

"mahogany and crystal" (AA 44) and "surrounded by its formal

6l r b i d., p. 257.

62Brooks, Yoknapatawpha, p. 298.
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gardens' and promenades, its slave quarters and stables and

smokehouses... " (AA 39), is the ideal setting designed as

background for the fruition of his dream. He becomes II.

the biggest single landowner and cotton-planter in the

county , . . and now he acted his role too--a role of arrogant

ease leisure which, as the leisure and ease put flesh on

him, became a little pompous" (AA 72).

Likewise, though her wedding needed to be washed " ...

out of her remembering with tears" (AA 58), Ellen Coldfield

Sutpen blossoms in her position of "chatelaine to the largest,

wife to the wealthiest, mother of the most fortunate" (AA 69).

"She seemed not only to acquiesce, to be reconciled to her

life and marriage, but to be actually proud of it. She had

bloomed ... 11 (AA 68). Though she "escaped at last into a

world of pure illusion ... " (AA 69), Ellen still accepts

her role as "duchess peripatetic" CAA 69), and indeed for a

time thrives on her position in Sutpen's design.

Just as Sutpen succeeds in marrying well, so his wife

provides him with ", .• the two children, the son and the

daughter by sex and age so glib to the design that he might

have planned that too•.• " (AA 262). His noble line hereby

established, Sutpen appears to have gained the success he so

unswervingly pursues. He has reached his prime: "beard,

body and intellect at that peak which all the different

parts that make a man reach, where he can say I did all that

I set out to do and I could stop here if I wanted to and no

man to chide me with sloth, not even rnyself~-" (AA 240). As
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Quentin explains, "The design--Getting richer and richer.

It must have looked fine and clear ahead for him now: house

finished, and even bigger and whiter than the one. "

(M 260), where Sutpen had confronted Tidewater civilization.

Surely, at least by appearances, Sutpen has achieved a

modicum of SUCcess. Now all he needs to do is sit back and

wai t for his glorious line of descendents to emerge out of

" • the still. undivulged light rays ... " (AA 261) of

the future.

In a similar manner Gatsby attains a qualified success

in the pursuit of his dream as personified by Daisy. He

amasses his fortune and buys a mansion that will serve as

the setting for his reunion with his lady fair. His huge

house with its II feudal. silhouette against the sky" and its

l'm.arb~e steps" holds "Marie Antoinette music-rooms and

Restoration salons, tI uperiod bedrooms swathed in rose and

lavendar silk and vivid with new flowers • . . dressing

rooms and poolrooms and bathrooms, with sunken baths.

(GG 92). He is building here for himself the sort of

residence whi.ch he bel.ieves that Daisy not only deserves but

expects. He has set the stage for the reacquisition of

Daisy Fay.

With his wealth accumulating and his house in order

Gatsby reintroduces himself to his lady love, and the

meeting transforms him. liRe literally glowed; without a

word or a gesture of exultation a new well-being radiated
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from him and filled the little room" (GG 90). As Carraway

explains, Gatsby 11. was consumed with wonder at her

presence. He had been full of the idea so long, dreamed

right through to the end, waited with his teeth set, so to

speak, at an inconceivable pitch of intensity" (GG 93).

The meeting of Gatsby and Daisy is a successful start

at rekindling their wartime romance, and as the summer

progresses "Daisy comes over quite often--in the afternoons"

(GG 114) to visit in the house maintained for her pleasure.

A further triumph for Gatsby comes at Daisy's house where,

"Their eyes met, and they stared together at each other

alone in space." With this, "She had told him that she

loved him, and Tom Buchanan saw'' (GG 119). This disclosure

reveals just how far Gatsby has progressed toward his dream.

Later when Daisy chooses to drive to New York with Gatsby

rather than her husband, Gatsby must have felt certain that

the achievement of his goal is at hand. All he needs now is

Daisy's pronouncement that she had never loved Tom, and then

the goal is reached. Like Sutpen, Gatsby is confident that

the success thus far achieved guarantees the ultimate success

of the dream quest. With their respective fortunes well in

hand, both men have come within sight of their goals.

Since, one important characteristic of the American

dream as defined here is its expression in socially accept

able terms, for success to be counted as complete, society's
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Gatsby I s drive for social respectability springs from

his desire to be worthy of Daisy Fay. She embodies for

Gatsby everything to which he aspires," . the youth and

mystery that wealth imprisons and preserves . .." (GG 150).

Therefore to provide for himself the aura of the social

position that he seeks, he becomes host to enormous house

parties executed with dazzling opulence against the backdrop

of his huge house. He surrounds himself with those individuals

he assumes to be ". . • interesting people, night and day.

People who do interesting things. Celebrated people" (GG 91),

and he provides for those guests such luxuries as a diving

tower, a private beach, motor-boats, aquaplanes, and the use

of his Rolls-Royce (GG 39). Through these immersions in the

ceremonies of the tinselled society of his time, Gatsby

hopes to establish his rightful place in the tradition of

wealth and to re-establish his relationship with Daisy.

It should be noted that during the course of each man's

venture into the realm of entertaining, each personally

shows considerable temperance. When Sutpen first comes to

Jefferson he completely abstains from the use of alcohol.

"He did not drink at all, he told them. He did not say that

he used to drink and had quit, nor that he had never used

alcohol. He just said that he would not care for a drink

." (AA 33). At this point he has neither the time nor

the money for conviviality. Later, when he entertains the

hunting parties If. • • he drank very sparingly save when he
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himself had managed to supply' some of t.he l'J.quor • . .

keeping mentally, General Compsan said, a sort of balance of

spiritual solvency between the amount of whiskey he accepted

and the amount of running meat which he supplied to the

guns" (M 40). In this way, Sutpen always retains a sense

of o rde.r and control in these social situations, "asking no

favor of any man" (AA 263). It is part of his design to

avoid becoming indebted to anyone, even at his own hunting

parties. He strives to maintain a measured degree of social

propriety and to always retain the social advantage.

Similarly, Gatsby, as Carraway notes, does not drink,

which " ... helped to set him off from his guests, for it

seemed to me that he grew more correct as the fraternal

hilarity increased" (GG 50). It is this maintenance of

strict control which endows II • with complete isolation

the figure of the host, who stood on the porch, his hand up

in a formal gesture of farewell 11 (GG 56). A formal gentleman,

II . no one swooned backward on Gatsby, and no French bob

touched Gatsby's shoulder, and no singing quartets were

formed with Gatsby's head for one link" (GG 50). That is

not Gatsby's style. He takes his role as host very seriously.

At one point he even purchases a "two hundred and sixty-

five" (GG 43) dollar dress for a girl who had torn her gown

on a chair at one of his parties. He practices the noblesse

oblige that he assumes to be germane to the social tradition

to which he aspires. At all times he observes a high degree

of decorum and order, wishing to be simultaneously a socially
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acceptable host and a respectable gentleman. Whether the

influence be Sutpen's father's frequent alcoholic stupors

and Dan Cody's hard drinking debauchery or the unrelenting

single-m£nded pursuit of a larger goal, both Sutpen and

Gatsby as hosts eschew alcohol-induced conviviality as the

road to their social acceptance and respect and are similarly

careful not to be put at a disadvantage socially when they

entertain.

parties however do not long remain the vehicles through

which Sutpen and Gatsby seek to join established society.

Sutpen knew that "he needed respectability, the shield of a

virtuous woman, to make his position impregnable ... "

(Ali. 15), and from that Sunday morning, "when he entered the

Methodist Church .•. in his ironed coat . . . II (AA 42) to

seek out a br ide, '", . . there were no more hunting parties

out at Sutpen' s Hundred •.• " (AA 43). With the same

deliberation and determination that he uses to found his

plantation and raise his house, ". . . he had now come to

town to find a wife exactly as he would have gone to the

Memphis market to buy livestock or slaves" (AA 42). As Mr.

Compson relates to Quentin, Sutpen If • laid deliberate

siege to the one man in the town with whom he could have had

nothing in common, least of all, money • • • a man with a

name for absolute and undeviating and even Puritan upright

ness in a country and time of lawless opportunity, who

nei ther drank nor gambled nor even hunted" (AA 42-43).

However Goodhue Coldfield does possess that rare commodity
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of unimpeachable respectability and, incidentally, a daughter

of marriageable age, which by Sutpen's equation means ".

so many ounces of respectability of prime quality will

neutralize so many ounces of infamy."63

At the time when Sutpen is in jail for offenses against

what Jefferson considered to be the public decency, " ...

the best possible moral fumigation which Sutpen could have

received . in the eyes of his fellow citizens was the

fact that Mr Coldfield signed his bond . . ." (AA 50).

However the ultimate social blessing that Sutpen gains is

his marriage to Coldfie1d's daughter. Sutpen's goal is

II • not the anonymous wife and the anonymous Children,

but the two names, the stainless wife and the unimpeachable

father-in-law, on the license, the patent" (AA 51). From

this bedrock of respectability, Thomas Sutpen can envision

the time when he by " •.. ruthless will had carved a niche

." (AA 156) in that tradition which he has chosen to be

his own. So firm is this foundation, that Sutpen is the man

who aids Colonel Sartoris . "1.n '. • raising the regiment

which departed in '61, with Sutpen, second in command,

riding at Colonel Sartoris' left hand •.. " (M 80). It

appears that in the Coldfield family Sutpen has indeed made

a solid choice of in-laws and a marriage partner. His foray

into Jefferson's traditional society has an auspicious

beginning, now that the hunting parties have ended.

63Brooks, Shaping: Joy, p. 189.
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Like Sutpen, Gatsby, t.oo , puts an end to "his career as

Trimalchio" (GG 113), at the prompting of Daisy's unfavor

able reaction. Just as he " .•. revalued everything in his

house according to the measure of response it drew from her

we loved eyes" (GG 92), so with the parties, 1'1••• the

whole caravansary had fallen in like a card house at the

disapproval in her eyes" (GG 114). Obviously his lavish

entertaining is not the path to social acceptablity in

Daisy's circle.

Nonetheless respectability is still of utmost importance

to Gatsby, especially with regard to Daisy. " 'I don I t want

to do anything out of the way!' he kept saying" (GG 80). He

is concerned that people will gossip about his relationship

with Daisy so he fires all his servants now that "Daisy

comes over quite often--in the afternoons" (GG 114). She

has managed to maintain her reputation even within the

activities of the fast Chicago crowd of which she and Tom

were a part. They were " .•. young and rich and wild, but

she came out with an absolutely perfect reputation. Perhaps

because she doesn't drink" (GG 78). Like Gatsby, she values

that extra element of control attendant upon sobriety.

Gatsby is eager to preserve this spotless respectability of

Daisy's, and on it he wishes to base a permanent relationship.

"He wanted nothing less of Daisy than that she should go to

Tom and say: 'I never loved you.' After she had obliterated

four years with that sentence they could decide upon the

more practical measures to be taken. One of them was that,
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After she was free, they were to go back to Louisville and

be married from her house--just as if it were five years

ago" (GG 111). Gatsby assumes that this traditional consum

mation of his relationship with Daisy will bring him the

social position and degree of respectability requisite to

Daisy's expectations, which he obviously fails to meet with

his role as "the proprietor of an elaborate roadhouse next

dooz " (GG 64) to Carraway's.

Despite their various machinations designed to integrate

themselves into their respective societies, both Sutpen and

Gatsby still remain essentially outsiders. Somehow the

circumstances of their lives prevent them from ever really

becoming a part of their communities. Perhaps it is their

insignificant beginnings which do not let them rise socially

or perhaps social estrangement is the price for "living too

long with a single dream" (GG 162). In either event, accept

ance into society is not their lot.

Sutpen is too wealthy to be ignored by the rest of

Jefferson. However his children are raised in " ... the

solitude, the shadow of that father with whom not only the

town but their mother's family as well had merely assumed

armistice rather than accepting and assimilating" (AA 99).

With even the Coldfields--not to mention the rest of Jefferson-

having at best only temporarily suspended open hostility

towards Sutpen, he unlike Colonel Sartoris, can hardly be

numbered among the town's inner circle, which views him as

an upstart, social interloper.
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His alienation from the community is most obvious,

however, at the time when he rejects an invitation to

the Ku K.lux Klan. When the deputation approaches him,.

• he refused, declined, offered them (with no change of

gaunt ruthless face nor level voice) defiance if it was

defiance they wanted, telling them that if every man the

south would do as he himself was doing, would see to the

restoration of his own land, the general land and the South

would save itself . . • It (AA 161). In Brooks f analysis of

this event, nSutpen's motive is plain: his defiance does

not spring from sympathy for the freed Negroes; then

neither does his repudiation of his first wife spring from

any horror of the taint of Negro blood. For better or

worse, Sutpen does not represent the feelings of his commun

He is never a part of that comrounity.1I64 His sole concern

remains unchanged. His total commitment is always to the

fulfillment of his own personal American dream, not to the

community whose values he "... has tried to seize upon

• by abstraction and violence. 1165

Gatsby, too, is left standing outside the closed doors

of the society to which he aspires. Part of the impediment

is his obscure background. To most of the persons with whom

64Brooks, "Absalom, Absalom: The Definition of Innocence,"
Sewanee Review, 59 (Autumn 1951), 548.

65Brooks, IISouthern Literature: The Wellspring of its
Vitality," A Shaping Joy, pp. 226-27.
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Perhaps the most poignant illustration of the social

position of each man comes at his funeraL Sutpen is buried

by his daughter:

so he rode fast toward church as far as he

went, in his homemade coffin, in his regi

mentals and saber and embroidered gauntlets,

until the young mules bolted and turned the

wagon over and tumbled him, saber plumes and

all, into a ditch from which the daughter ex

tricated him and fetched him back to the cedar

grove and read the service herself. And no

tears, no bereavement this time too. (M 186)

Similarly, in spite of all of Nick's efforts, "nobody

carne" (GG 175) to Gatsby's funeral.

About five o'clock our procession of three

cars reached the cemetery and stopped in a

thick drizzle beside the gate--first a motor

hearse, horribly black and wet, then Mr.

Gatz and the minister and I in the limousine,

and a little later four or five servants and

the postman from West Egg, in Gatsby's sta-

tion wagon, all wet to the skin I

heard a car stop. . It was the man with

owl-eyed glasses. (GG 175)

These are the only ones out of all of Gatsby's former entour

age who bother to pay their respects at his death. Not even

Daisy sends a message or flowers. Carraway recounts that
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someone murmured, "'Blessed are the dead that the rain falls

on,' and then the owl-eyed man said, 'Amen to that,' in a

brave voice" (GG 176), but "The poor son-of-a-bitch" (GG 176)

is Gatsby's only eulogy.

The conspicuous absence of mourners at each funeral

tells the whole tale. Both men strive unceasingly to become

a part of the social traditions of their times, and both

fail. They remain outsiders. According to Brooks, in

Sutpen I s society, tlMen did rise in one generation from log

cabins to great landed estates. But the past is important,

blood was important, and Southern society thought of itself

as traditional. ,,66 Similarly, Gatsby' s society springs from

.. a nation arriving at the respectability of established

wealth and class.,,67 Whether the power be established family

blood lines or "old" established family fortunes, it is too

great for either Sutpen or Gatsby to surmount. The paths of

both men follow". • . the one distinctly American narrative

theme: that of the solitary hero and his moral engagement

with the alien tribe. n68

As men ".• . propelled by lonely, personal, and self

generated energy,"69 both Sutpen and Gatsby remain outside

66Brooks, Yoknapatawpha, p. 297.

67Robert Ornstein "Scott Fitzgerald's Fable of East and
West," Twentieth Centu;y Interpretations, ed , Lockridge, p. 58.

68 Le wis, Adam, p. 85.

69Ibid., p , 86.
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knock at

• stand on the outside of a white door and

• • • II (AA 261), and are not admitted.

One of the elements that contributes to the ultimate

exclusion from society of both Sutpen and Gatsby is a pro

nounced inclination to oversimplify reality. Each one

assumes that by merely following the ritual motions of

society, he will automatically be admitted to the fold; he

never sees the underlying substance that gives meaning to

those rituals. This one instance of oversimplification is

symptomatic of the myopic world view that both men entertain.

Demonstrating a remarkably innocent nature, both Sutpen and

Gatsby tend to oversimplify reality and then base ill-

founded assumptions of guaranteed success upon that elemental

view of life. Both, following in the illustrious tradition

of Poor Richard, believe, with characteristic American

optimism, that indeed all things are possible.

They labor towards the fruition of their respective

dreams under the illusions that they are in complete control.

They both believe that the application of hard work or

wealth or the force of sheer will can achieve any goal.

,.Sutpen 's grand scheme admits of no external force that he

cannot conquer through his will and desire." 7 0 A,s Mr. Compson

70Walter Brylowski, Faulkner's Olympian Laugh (Detriot,
Mighigan: Wayne state University Press, 1968), p. 33.
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tells Quentin,IIHe had been too successful, you see; his was

that solitude of contempt and distrust which success brings

to him who gained it because he was strong instead of merely

lucky" (AA 103). With the modicum of success he has already

expetienced, he trusts implicitly in his self-cultivated

abilities to make good on his "orginal gambit" (AA 32).

Like other "innocents ll that Brooks finds in Faulkner's

works, Sutpen's II. innocence amounts finally to a trust

in rationality--an overweening confidence that plans work

out, that life is simpler than it is. n71 Likewise, Gatsby

lives ". • • in faith that man can shape his life at will,

compelling it to yield the beauty he seeks and the meaning

he needs."72 He honestly believes that if he pursues "his

incorruptible dream" (GG 155) with "unwavering devotion"

tGG ~~O) that he can overcome any obstacle. Attainment of

the dream goal will come just as the attainment of wealth--

by whatever means--has also come.

For Sutpen a large part of his difficulty arises from

his absolute belief in the power of money. When he puts

aside his first wife and child, he tries to appease them

with what he considers to be an ample and more than fair

. . lIt Assuml'·n.g t.hat; he has ". . . boughtflnancla sett emen .

f no other coi.n but j us t.Lce " (M 265) ,immunity from her or

71Brooks, Yoknapatawpha, p. 308.

72David L. Minter, "Dream, Design, and Interpretation
in The Great Gatsby," Twentieth century Interpretations, ed ,
Lockridge, p. 83.
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he believes that financial compensation can be substituted

for moral consideration, that he can always "balance his

moral ledger" (AA 297) by sufficient money payment. Inno

cently, he ". • . believed that the ingredients of morality

were like the ingredients of pie or cake and once you had

measured them and balanced them and mixed them and put them

into the oven it was all finished and nothing but pie or

cake could come out" (AA 263). The success is guaranteed.

This is never fail, no fault baking at its best.

Since his total passion is always committed to the

successful completion of his design and not to those persons

that he manipulates along the way, he always assumes that

people are expendable or at least interchangeable. Therefore

when Eulalia and Charles are found wanting, Sutpen shrewdly

leaves them behind. Later, after the war, when Sutpen's

Hundred lay fallow and wasted and Ellen is dead and Henry

disappeared, Sutpen ".. • believed he could restore by

sheer indomitable willing the Sutpen's Hundred which he

remembered and had lost. . • II (AA 184). With all determina

tion and confidence, he knows '", . . he could at least

depend on the courage to find him will and strength to make

a third start toward that design as it had found him to make

the second with • . . II (AA 273). Here as in everything else

he assumes a successful outcome.

However as he launches into his third attempt at his

design, he is not unaware of the mounting pressures of time,

particularly with regard to siring a new son. He knows he
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. now past sixty and that possibly he could get but

one more son, had at best but one more son in his loins, as

the old cannon might know when it has just one more shot

in its corporeality" (AA 279). Therefore, when his attentions

turn to Rosa I Sutpen, out of his 11. • • kind of despairing

conviction of his irres:istibility or invulnerability ••.

approached her ." (AA 180) to n . suggest that they

breed togetheT for test and sample and if it vms a boy they

would marry . • • " (AA 177), and she, permanently enraged,

refuses. He, however, still believes there is a chance for

him to beget a son even after the time when he realizes

II . at last that his dream of restoring his Sutpen's

Hundred was not only vain but that what he had left of it

would never support him and his fami ly . . . II (AA 180-81).

Still measuring his morality out like money, he "bought his

(AA 181) into life of 1 Jones, ". . . using

out of his meager stock the cheap ribbons and beads and the

stale violently-colored candy with which even an old man can

seduce a fifteen-year-old country girl . II (AA 182-83).

On this one last chance he stakes his dream, innocently

believing he must succeed this time since an investment as

great as s has been must eventually show a return.

Gatsby, too, plagued-with the naive belief that

Ess

h i, s dream . . . 1173 and II. • • recover intact. he can bUy

73Edwin Fussell, II Fitzgerald I s Brave New Norld, II Cri tical
s, ed. Misener, p. 50.
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assumes all things are possible. He believes Daisy's

marriage to Tom can be "all wiped out forever II (GG 132) by

Daisy's pronouncement that she has never loved her husband,

and then everything can be "just the way it was before"

(GG 111). He is positive that his time with Daisy can be

repeated, and now he won't be hampered by insufficient

funds, in his pursuit of the girl whose "voice is full of

money" (GG 120). He will provide the "string of pearls

valued at three hundred and fifty thousand doL'Lars " (GG 77)

for this wedding, just as he has equipped himself with the

other trapping to impress Daisy. William Fahey notes that

II five months at Oxford do not make an Oxford man, nor

does a chestful of medals prove that a man is valorous any

more than a vast estate on Long Island indicates that he has

arrived socially. But Gatsby, with naive innocence, believes

they do,1l 7 6 just as he believes that his dream is there for

74Ernest Lockridge, ed , , tt Introduction, II Twentieth century
Interpretations, p. 12.

75Stern, Moment, p. 250.

76William A. Fahey, F. Scott Fitzgerald and the American
Dream (New York: Thomas-Y. Crowell Company, 1973), p, 82.



Similarly he is positive that Daisy feels the same

mutual exclusive love for him as he feels for her. As

Stern s out, "It would have to be inconceivable to

a love which had excluded every other reason for exist-

ence been shared, that he had not been to Daisy

at she had been to him. ,,77 Innocently and simplistically,

sby . some intensity in his conception of

affair that couldn't be measured" (GG 152). Daisy's

relationship with Tom" •.. was just personal" (GG 152),

but her fidelity to Gatsby must be as immense as man IS

ity for wonder" (GG 182). Being "possessed by se

Ii

g

" (GG 97) and having that "instinct toward his future

(GG 100), Gatsby believes that he can do anything,

even re the st, and win the girl on the second time

or "

i t

clutching at some last hope II (GG 8) ,

i both men are confident success, unforeseen

complications arise. There has been a mistake in plann

could slow forward progress toward ir goals.

However both remain innocent confident that any error is

stc

born

ect When Charles Bon, sutpen's part-Negro

~~CO'LS at Sutpen's Hundred, sutpen takes his

blem to Compson

'"'7{ Stern, ~~.!:' p. 25 6 •
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• not calling it retribution,>no sins of

the father come home to roostinoteven calling

it bad luck, but just a mistake: that mis

take which he could not discover himself

to review the facts for an impartial . . • mind

Not moral retribution you see: just an

old mistake in fact which a man of courage and

shrewdness . • • could still combat he could

only find out what the mistake had been.

(AA 267-68)

Oversimplifying reality, Sutpen is sure that his problem

with Bon is "onLy a minor tactical mi st.ake " (AA 269), 11.

that mistake which he believed was the sole cause of his

problem. . . II (AA 271). His old "pi.e baking" morality which

has always colored his egocentric view of reality II . was

already falling into pattern, already showing him conclu

sively that he had been right, just as he knew he had been,

and therefore what had happened was just a delusion and did

not actually exds t " (AA 280). Once he determines what that

mistake is and corrects it, he will assuredly be back on the

road to his American dream, just as if he had never been

sidetracked.

Gatsby, too, feels that a mistake has been made in the

course of his quest and he seeks to identify that problem.

He tells Tom, nlShe only married you because I was poor and

she was tired of waiting for me. It was a terrible mistake,

but in her heart she never loved anyone except me! I II (GG 131).
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This, however, does not encompass the full r.ange of Gatsby IS

uneasiness I and he communicates this to Ca:rraway.. "He

talked a lot about the past, and I gathered that he wanted

to recover something, some idea of h.irnaeLf P h P t hat, hader a: s, .

gone into loving Daisy. His life had been confused and

disordered since then, but if he could once return to a

certain starting place and go over it all slowly, he could

find out what that thing was . . • 11 eGG 111-12). Out of his

"extraordinary gift for hope" (GG 2), he still believes that

he can simply return to that time past and "fix everything"

(GG Ill) for a clearer pursuit of his ideal.

Because both Sutpen and Gatsby do hold innocently

simple views of reality as it pertains to their own powers

and potentialities, they assume that their respective ventures

must be successful and to this conception both are faithful

to the end. Sutpen never realizes where his mistake lay.

Grandfather Compson affirms that, "He never did give up"

(M 268). Like Rosa Coldfield, Sutpen retains always that

"bitter and implacable reserve of undefeat" (M 11). Never

gaining in self-knowledge, he pursues his dream to the end

of s Ii Rosa is horrified that he is II allowed

to d without having to admit that he was wrong and suffer

and regret " (M 305). However critics agree that such

insight is not vouchsafed for Sutpen. He is unregenerate,

innocently pursuing his dream to the day of his death.



cut.
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In Gat.sby I s case the critical assessment is less clear

Some critics, including Fahey, 78 Mizener,79 and Stern,80

see Gatsby as finally realizing the futility of his quest,

while others, such as Bewley,81 Piper,82 and Trilling,83

see him as innocent to the end. Since, however, the hints

of Gatsby's underlying uncertainty, such as the disenchant-

ment of the green light (GG 94), Gatsbyl s vigil over nothing

(GG 146), and the phone call that never came (GG 162), come

from Carraway's vision rather than Gatsby's, it appears that

only Carraway is fully aware of meaning of the events that

transpire. It is Nick, not Gatsby, who visualizes the real

nightmare, who looks up ". • . at an unfami1ar sky through

frightening leaves and shivered as he found what a grotesque

thing a rose is and how raw the sunlight was upon the scarcely

created grass" (GG 162). As Bewley points out:

Gatsby never succeeds in seeing through the

sham of his world or his acquaintances very

clearly. It is the essence of his romantic

American vision that it should lack the sea-

soned powers of discrimination. But it invests

7BFahey, Dream, p. 85.

79A•r-t.hur M' d "Intr·oduction, II Critic.al Essays,l.zener, e .,
p , 10.

BOStern, Moment, p. 259.

BIBewley, "Criticism," p. 39.

82piper I Portrait, pp, 150-51.

83Trilling, "Fitzgerald," p. 18.
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those illusions with its own faith, and thus

discovers its projected goodness in the

frauds of its crippled world..

vision totally untouched by the scales of

values that order life in a society governed

by traditional manners. . . .84

In all innocence and simplicity, Gatsby defines and pursues

"his incorruptible dream" (GG 155)··, a·nd " t th··• ..0 1S

conception he was faithful to the end" (GG 99). Like Sutpen,

Gatsby retains his oversimplified view of reality throughout

his life and never in despair fears that the dream quest

will fail.

Obviously, however, both men do ultimately fail to

achieve dream goal. Sutpen has sired no suitable heirs,

and Gatsby is allowed no lasting reunion with Daisy. The

two dreamers, along with the life-directing dreams, are

dead, never having been aware that the goals they so ardently

sought were already behind them in the past. Instead,

always bel ing in the myth of the second chance, Sutpen

and Gatsby try to repeat the patterns of ir lives, indis-

cr nately manipulating persons and things along the way,

until two dreamers are turn destroyed.

As s already been noted, both Sutpen and Gatsby, when

frustrated in the initial attempts to achieve their goals,

84Bewley, "Cr icism," p. 39.



set out undaunted to regain what they have lost. Thus

Sutpen moves from the West Indies to Mississippi, and Gatsby

moves from Louisville to Long Island. Neither in his inno-

cence , however, is able to reassess his position and really

learn where his "mistake" lies. Thus both men are victims

of their own naive inability to see beyond the already

established pattern. For Sutpen, this

. inability to locate his error dooms him

to a repetition of his sins. At best, he can

think only in terms of some practical mistake,

some miscalculation in II strategy II which threw

him off the "schedule" he had set himself for

the completion of his project. The actual

source of his frustrations remains concealed

from himj he questions neither the limitations

of his own rationalism nor the justice underlying

the design itself. 8 5

Never seeing beyond his own oversimplified vision of reality,

he fails to realize that he has admitted no one who has

stood outside his door and knocked.

Likewise, to Gatsby, with his inexhaustible capacity

for optimism and hope

nothing was final, irrespective of ac-

tions and circumstances, so long as the dream

85 1 l s e Dusoir Lind, "The Design and Meaning of Absalom,
Absalom~ ," William Faulkner : Three Decades of Criticism,
ed. Frederick J. Hoffman and Olga W. vickery-rEast Lansing,
Michigan: Michigan State University Press, 1960), p. 294.



engaged his heart. The past remained open to

perfection; events could not end. His reenact...

ment of past. interlude in another another

place, and other circumstances--this and his

death compose a text for our instruction: to

repeat a pattern is not to understand the com

plexities and limitations of that pattern. 86

Obviously Gatsby's view of reality prevents him from under

standing that his pattern leaves no room for baisy as a

person or for the changes that time inevitably brings. He

fails to grasp the finite dimensions of his world. Thus,

both men blindly try to restage scenarios for which the

final curtain should already have fallen and which the head

puppeteer--or the master weaver--fails to properly direct

and control, and the result is as vain and "as thin as a

repeated dream." 87 In the background, "... the stage manager

. was already striking the set and dragging on the

synthetic and spurious shadows and shapes of the next one"

(AA 73), dooming the repetitive manipulation of persons and

things to failure.

However, with his design to complete and his schedule

to , Sutpen's disregard for human concerns comes as a

matter of course. He simply does not recognize the mutual

bond of human interdependence the way Judith does. As she

86callahan, Illusions, p. 22.

87Fitzgerald, crack-up, p. 104.



tells Grandmother Compson:

You get born and you try this and you don't

know why only you keep on trying it and you

are born at the same time with a lot of other

people, all mixed up with them, like trying to,

having to, move your arms and legs with strings

only the same strings are hitched to all the

other arms and legs and the others all trying

and they don I t know why either except that the

strings are all in one another I s way like five

or six people all trying to make a rug on the

same 100m only each one wants to weave his

own pattern into the rug. • .. (AA 127)

Though Judith understands these individual strivings, Sutpen's

illusions of control prevent him from seeing the people

around him as anything but pawns to be manipulated into

positions in his design. Therefore, he can regard Charles

Bon not as a long lost son at last come home, but simply as

a "mistake. n Though Sutpen has no real abhorrence of black

blood, acknowledgment of a part Negro son is beyond his

scope. His design will not be acceptable to him if Bon is

made a part of it, and Sutpen is resolute in that conviction.

The consequences of this incapacity for feeling are grave.

Bon is murdered, and Sutpen' s acknowledged son Henry, the

murderer, is doomed to life as a fugitive. Judith is left a

widow before she could become a bride, and Bon I s remaining

descendents are left to suffer the rest of family's ill-fated



portion. Sutpen's manipulations have gone

9

been unable, in the final assessment
j even at the expense of

his children, to force the successful completion of his

design.

Gatsby j too, commi,ts the sin of trying to manipulate

the le around him to his own ends. Not even Daisy

escapes this dehumanizing force, because in Gatsby's mind

she is inextricably linked to the money, power , and position,

which are the fruits of American success. Daisy has ceased

to be a person to Gatsby, ". . . because of the colossal

vitality of his illusion. It had gone beyond her, beyond

everything. He had thrown himself into it with a creative

passion, adding to it all the time, decking it out with

every bright feather that drifted his way" (GG 97). Now

after a five year separation, he comes to her and asks her

not only to leave her husband, but to completely erase from

her life everything from that five year period. Her response

sums up her position as a person not a pawn. II "Oh , you want

too much:' she cried to Gatsby. 'I love you now-~isn't that

enough? I can't help what's past.' She began to sob help-

1essly. 1 I did love him once-c-but, I loved you tool " (GG 133).

Trying to force Daisy to fit into his idealized conception

of her, Gatsby expects more of Daisy than she as a person is

able to give.

This force of will to succeed allows both Sutpen and

Gatsby to flourish a time. However Sutpen is ".

. "unaware that his flowering was a forced bloomlng . . .



(AA 72) which will wi ther when Bon, .that "elegantianci •. indolent

esoteric hothouse bloom" (AA 97) comes to Sptpen's Hundred

to graft a new scion onto the family tree, where (now)

five faces looked with a sort of lifeless and perennial bloom

like painted portraits hung in a vacuum .•. " (AA 75). Though

the growth appears sound, Sutpen 1 s design, rooted in cruelty

and disregard for human needs, will perish. Likewise, though

Gatsby remembers the moment when Daisy ". . . blossomed for

him 1 ike a flower.. "her breath is "perishable" (GG 112),

112), and the ephemeral flower will fade and die no matter how

much force of energy Gatsby applies.. The hopes for a second

chance with Sutpen' s second family and Gatsby's staged reunion

with Daisy spring from the compelling impetus of the dreamers'

will, but both are fated to failure, because the chance to

to ful f ill those dreams is already past. The force bloomings

are futile since the dreams are already doomed.

Although Sutpen fails to recognize it, his design is

bankrupt from the day that he repudiates Eulalia and tries

to appease her monetarily. It is only when Bon presents him

with his crushing dilemma that Sutpen realizes that '", . .

no matter which course he chose, the result would be that

that design and plan to which he had given fifty years of

his life had just as well never have existed at all by

almost exactly fifty years ... " (AA 272). However even at

this juncture, he does not give up. Likewise Gatsby' s dream

"was already behind him" (GG 182) I when he makes his "irresist

ible journey to Louisville" (GG 152) at the end of the war.
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dream of '",

of Gatsby's last tortured friend, the

. the old island here that flowered once

Dutch sailors' s .n (GG 182) has died, leaving a host

of v in wake. The force blooming has failed to

bear fru

With the

Ie is ath of

all that remains to complete the

dreamer. After of drinking

together fl acuppernonq arbor on the Sunday after-

noorrs" (AA 282), Wash Jones, as an image of Father Time,

kills with" rusty acyt.he" 185) that had

on the the old fishing camp for two

whi Jones put off catt the Instead of



weeds, Jones cuts down Sutpen in retaliation

of Millie Jones who has just given birth to Sutpen's child, a

baby girl. Sutpen's response, u'Well,Millie, too bad you're

not a mare like Penelope. Then I could give you a decent stall

in the stable' II (AA 281), is more than Jones can bear. For

once in his life, he will not be inhumanly manipulated. He

kills Sutpen and, taking full responsibility for his act,

calmly waits for the retributive death he knows awaits him

from "the curious and the vengeful--men of Sutpen's own kind"

(AA 289). Then when the posse arrives, he destroys his grand-

daughter Millie and Supten' s unnamed infant daughter before

racing out to meet his fate; U . he ran with the scythe

above his head, straight into the lanterns and the gun barrels,

making no sound, no outcry while de Spain ran backward before

him . (AA 292). Wash--presumably short for Washington,

that fine old American name- .... Jones, the one who remained

unchanged in spite of the war, has gotten his revenge on

the upstart man who wanted too much and was willing to do

anything to get it. Washington has eliminated one more

American dreamer with a dead dream.

Gatsby, too, comes to a violent end, and Fitzgerald

is careful to make clear the associated implications for

America. While relaxing in his swimming pool for the first

time all summer and waiting for Daisy's call, Gatsby is shot

by George Wilson, a man" 'deranged by grief' fl (GG 164) at the



death of his wife Myrtle. The fact

sponsible for her death is the ultimate

Buchanan gets the last laugh. Conveniently, IS

husband who actually directs Wilson to Gatsby, thus drawing

suspicion away from the Buchanan household. Obviously Wilson

is a pawn here as in everything else he does, and the murder

is a "mistake." Yet how could Gatsby hope to escape such a

fate, mistaken or not, when II. • • foul dust floated in the

wake of his dreams" (GG 2)7 As Lehan points out: "Symbol

ically, the I green breast of the new world I becomes this

Valley of Ashes. . Certainly Gatsby's dreams turn to

ashes i and it is dramatically and thematically appropriate

that the custodian of the Valley of Ashes, George Wilson,

should be Gatsby' s murderer. . . . Wilson is the executioner

a d.r e.am-e-cand that . . .. dream gives way to ashes.. .. " 88

Add further to the ironic significance of this scene of

ashen destruction is Trask's interpretation of the billboard

oculist. II For Dr. T. J. Eckleburg is none other than a

devitalized Thomas Jefferson, the pre-eminent purveyor of

the agrarian myth" 89 which Trask sees as the basic nurturing

element for the now defunct American dream. In broader

terms, Trask asks, "What is it that Dr. Eckleburg' s eyes

survey? It is the val of democracy turned to ashes--the

of F
sity

B8Ri c D. Lehan, F. Scott F zqerald and the Craft
tioD (Carbondale I rflinol.s: Southern Illinois Univer

s s , 1966), p. 120.

89Tr a sk, "A Note," p. 200.



garden defiled. •. ,,90 The new man

what he believed to be a new world, and he has found

be empty, a sham, a trick, and the much touted American

dream to be a fatal trap. Gatsby and his dream are dead.

For both Sutpen and Gatsby the repetitious actions and

manipulations that were supposed to yield a rich reward

have instead led to the death of the dreams and the destruc

tion of the dreamers. In spite of the qualified successes

of their near superhuman achievements in the creation of

distinctive personalities, embellished by self-education and

self-discipline in the rise above their insignificant begin

nings, the accumulation of great wealth (even though the

means may have been questionable), and the strong attempts

at social acceptability and respectibility, both Sutpen and

Gatsby remain social "outsiders," who are plagued by such

innocent, oversimplified views of reality and il founded

assumptions of success that they fail to recognize that

point where unlimited possibility turns into repetitious

futility. Thus they '", . . beat on, boats against the

current, borne back ceaselessly into the past" (GG 182) ,

innocent dreamers sacrificed to a dead dream.

90I b i d., p. 200.



Chapter 4: Conclusion

If the dreams of Sutpen and Gatsby are dead and the

dreamers themselves have died, the need remains to explore

the consequences that these fatalities may bear forsubse

quent Americans who dare to dream in grandiose American

terms. To accomplish that, certain relationships between

the Amer ican dream and the new man must be established.

As defined here the American dream is an individual

goal of personal success, which is sought in the freedom of

unlimited possibility, which is defined in socially accept

able terms, and which can be gained through arduous and

faithful pursuit. This concept of the dream springs organi

cally from those prev Lous Ly discussed characteristics which

Schlesinger uses to define the American as the "new man. II

From his AIDer ican wanderlust, his belief in the absence of

permanent class barriers, and his overwhelming national

optimism comes the concept of the freedom of unlimited

possibili ty. From his pursu of material gain as a badge

of social superiority and from his deference for women as

prized pieces of property comes the expression in socially

acceptable terms. From his hard work and seriousness of

purpose, as well as his chicanery, and from his neglect of

abstract thinking aesthetics in favor of self-education



and practicality comes his belief

faithful and arduous pursuit of any goal

these characteristics of the new man are

fine the unique dream for the new land

A.s new men, who begin with nothing and aspire to every

thing, Sutpen and Gatsby pursue those dreams which a.rise· out

of their American nature, never questioning the basic concept

the dream to which they commit their lives. Possessing

that .American quality which Fitzgerald calls "a willingness

of heart" 91 to believe in that dream, neither Sutpen nor

Gatsby is aware of the gulf separating the dream as concept

and the dream as actuality. Neither is truly aware of the

actual conditions and limitations which determine the reality

of this hotly pursued happiness.

While all men are created equal in their right to life,

1 hor+-H, and pursu of happiness, all men are not equally

th the talent or opportunity to seize that happi-

ness if and when appears. Even the ..sense of the funda-

mental decenc s is parcelled out unequally at birth" (GG 1).

Whether or not the Amer an dreamer 1;>,Iill admit it, social

economic barriers exist, and goodness and industry do

the individual does not exist no

il. Therefore all individual dreams of

ss not come true, since the freedom of

sibility

not always

personal

unl

9lFitzger The , p. 197.
-----"'-



fetters and dream~

and distorting factors for

pursuit. of as an adjunct to

The of material gain,

from an idealist.ic base, too oft.en becomes

rather than a means. As John F. Callahan

of

an

d

to Franklinian doctrine {Calvinism

through Poor e a man t s worth,

or, one prefers, Gadts election man,

and demonstrated material

success. !I actual r the Alger myth

of the self-made man takes on a horrifying

literal meaning. Man was not a man until

he had proven himself by owning the world.

In terms of identity one was no longer born

of woman into a society where one found pur

pose and a place. Instead, one symbolically

gave birth to himself by becoming "worth his

weight in gold. ,,92

While carrying the original American spiritual-material

dicotomy to its ultimate conclusion, this assessment of the

Arner Lc an character in pursuit of its dream of personal

success, carries with it the full implications of what

92Callahan, Illusions, p , 8.



it means to spring from a country

a country sprung from its own "P~""I..V'H.L.,,-,

of itself. Among other things it

riches myth is built on the naive and

as William A. Fahey notes, that "material possessions

synonymous with happiness, harmony, and beauty. ,,93 self-

made man, pursuing his ideal, falls victim to the actuality

of America, and the American promise is shattered on the

rocks of reality.

Obviously, when viewed both as a concept and as an

actuality, the American dream is potentially both a blessing

and a curse. The fatality of the dream is that the pursuit

of happiness can too easily turn into the nightmare of

pursuit, as it does for Sutpen and Gatsby. Because of their

respective AIDer ican traits of unwavering optimism and self

re.liance, neither is able to deter from his set course even

after the time when it becomes obvious to all but him that

he will not attain it. Rosa Coldfield recognizes " ....

that dream-state in which you run without moving from a

terror in which you cannot believe, toward a safety in which

you have no faith . • • If (AA 142), but Sutpen does not. He

recognizes only his own self-determination. Likewise,

Carraway is aware that "There are only the pursued, the

pursuing, the busy , and the tired If (GG 81), but Gatsby is

93Fahey, Dream, p. 70.
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conscious only of his dream. Such single-minded, driving

suit, while providing the impetus for such qualities as

and self-discipline, presages the inherent

lure of the dreamer.

In viewing these failed dreams, it appears that indeed

there was what Gatsby and Sutpen would term a "mistake. II

Both had beg'Un following such luminous prospects, and yet

when their tales are told, the promise has come to naught.

Perhaps Trilling best explains what goes awry. He notes,

IIInthe bright dreams begins the responsibility which needs

so much prudence and dominance to sustain•.... "94 Though

their dreams were undoubtedly bright, neither Sutpen nor

Gatsby feels responsible for anyone or anything beyond

himself and his dream. Neither maintains any sustaining

perception of other people as human beings with needs and

desires of their own. Sutpen shows this oversimplification

in his dealings with both his wives and all of his children~

Gatsby demonstrates this particularly in his relationship

with Daisy. In none of these associations is there any

assumption of the humanity of the others involved. As far

as Sutpen and Gatsby are concerned, only the dream is real.

This form of self-assertiveness can have devastating

consequences. As Callahan points out, "For aggression

(owning, exploiting, annihilating the other person) and

94Trilling, "Fitzgerald," p. 13.



idealization (turning the" other into an image within the

perceiver or lover's mind) both destroy personality. ,,95

Sutpen's aggressive approach to living and Gatsby's idealized

conception of life are equally destructive to the dreamers,

their dreams, and those around them. With Sutpen repre

senting the nineteenth century strong willed, self-made,

iningAmerican and Gatsby embodying the all con

drive for money and position in twentieth century

.n.ll'lc .... ica, the unilateral pursuit of the dream becomes a

ipulative, dehumanizing, circling path. The "mistake"

plagues both Sutpen and Gatsby is not an error so much

the execution of their respective plans, but rather a

in the basis of the designs themselves, a flaw which

annihilates the common bond between human hearts.

Sutpen ruthlessly uses people, especially his wives, to

piece together his design, without regard to the ethics of

the methods involved. Displaying this characteristic American

deference towards women, he treats his wives like valuable

pieces of property so long as they fulfill their function

within that design. They are, however, expendable, and like

other property they can be replaced if necessary. Such amoral

balancing of the moral human ledger proves costly for both

Sutpen and the South. To build an ", .. edifice not on

the rock of stern morality but on the shifting sands of

95Callahan, Illusions, p. 14.



OI)p(:)rtUln ism and moral br igandage" (M 260) is to undermine

entire program. He builds his design on sand, and it

when Bon appears.

Similarly, Gatsby loses sight of Daisy as avpexson and

to possess her as the literal object of his affection.

the process of feeding this colossal vision of reality,

resorts to increasing levels of crime to finance his

There is no question for him about founding his

"on the hard rock or the wet mar shes" (GG 2). The

area is much more profitable. Unfortunately his

cannot be divorced from his money, and Daisy cannot

those methods. That same gulf that separates Gatsby

Daisy as a possession divides him also from Daisy as a

son, and his dream built on the wet marshes washes away

lashed by Tom's onslaught of accusations during the

ion at the hotel and by the crisis of Myrtle

sonls death. Between the "shady" methods of operation

the destruction of persons, either by aggression or

alization, Sutpen and Gatsby have doomed their designs to

inadequate and unstable foundations. The "mistake " lies

there.

The mistake also lies in their inability to distinguish

between the dream as ideal and the dream as actual i ty. The

American optimism that provides the energy to pursue the

dream, blinds both Sutpen and Gatsby to the reality of the
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ion. They never see the futility of pursuing their

Specific courses, and they become victims of . their own

American characters.

However, illusive as the concept of the American dream

be, and in this case fatal, too, the dream does remain a

of American life. It is part. of our national heri-

, and there is a redeeming element in it. Though as a

it may be unattainable, nevertheless to fail magnifi-

is a 1 s 0 a f eat. According to Paulkner, the Sutpen

fascinates Quentin so, because '". . • he grieved the

(because he hated and feared the portentious symptom)

a man like Sutpen, who to Quentin was trash, originless,

not only have dreamed so high but have had the force

strength to have failed so grandly." 96 Sutpen gives his

being over to accomplishment of his goal, and holding

back, he follows through on "the original gambit"

32) without stint. Likewise IIGatsby is the foolhardy

who cannot take the common-sense view, who refuses

accept an equivocal love. ,,97 He is obsessed by the wonder

life, and he spends his days pursuing that wonder, trying

create for himself the splendors which his imagination

for him. He, too, is great in the scope of his

lure.

96Malcolm Cowley The Faulkner-Cowley Pile: Letters and
1944-1962 (NewYork: The Viking Press, 1966), p. 15.

97Piper, Portrait, p. 102.



irm throughout their respective American odysseys.

. that flowered once for Dutch sailor I s

to dream at all. It is significant that this

(GG 182).

"

and ashen as it may now be, still generates for

fresh, green breast of the new world" (GG 182),

living out their American destinies as new men,

and Gatsby have parallel ascending and descending

has failed, but that the dreamer, his methods aside,

American dreamer II something commensurate to his capacity

W()nlde:r II

F.-...... t.urie s , yet their American character traits hold steady

In reference to the pursuit to which he and> his writing

c",,,-<,vutem'!:)ora.ries had committed their lives, Faulknersumma:rizes,

of us failed to match our dream of perfection. So

us on the basis of our splendid failure to do the

f/;eL1l11POssible. ,,98 The important consideration is not that the

each have a dream which evokes unwavering devotion.

each strugglei they each make mistakes; they each fail

However throughout they remain innocently unable

discern the difference between the pristine promise of

s pursuit of happiness and the reality of actual pursuit.

in the fatality lies, the key to which is contained in

often cited Fitzgerald definition: " . ... .. the test of a

st-rate intelligence is the ability to hold two opposed

98Jean stein, "William Faulkner, II Writers at Work: The
s Review" Interviews I ad. Malcolm Cowley (New York:

.;:..;:;;.;.;:;~=- s , 1957), p. 123.



in the mind at the same time, and

to function. 11 99 American dreamers need the ability to

in the dream and to simultaneously understand its

, without losing the impetus to pursue that dream.

also must be flexible enough to change his

of pursuit if reality so dictates. Otherwise the

price for living too long with a single dream" (GG 162)

high. It might even be the death of the dream and

of the dreamers, like Sutpen and Gatsby. The

for this "incorruptible dream ll (GG 155) carries

weighty responsibility, and only those who possess

sense of responsiblity and "an extraordinary gift

.L4.....''''''='' (GG 2) should dare to accept the gambit.

99Fitzgerald, The Crack-Up, p. 69.
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